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ABSTRACT
Flows of heat through a hot solid entrain flows of 
material. These flow rates of matter and heat in a solid are related 
by a term called 'heat of transport'. In the experiments described, 
independent measurements of heats of transport and thermoelectric 
powers have been made in two strongly ionic solids - potassium chloride 
and sodium chloride single crystals in PtjsaltjPt cells.
Measurements of electrical resistance in these materials
have been made both at equilibrium and non-equilibrium conditions. The
changes in resistance due to application of thermal and electric field
forces have been used as indicators of deviations of equilibrium
vacancy concentrations. The heat of transport which is related to the
flow of vacancies can then be calculated from resistance change. The
values of cationic heats of transport for pure potassium chloride and
-4sodium chloride crystals are found to be (0.37+4.74x10 xT) eV and 
(0.52+2.87x10 ^xT) eV respectively.
The measurement of heat of transport from considerations 
of vacancy concentrations is quite distinct. from the traditional 
approach which attempts to evaluate it from the thermoelectric power. 
Measured heat of transport can then be used to evaluate homogeneous 
thermoelectric power of the solid. Comparison of this component of 
thermoelectric power with the total thermoelectric power using Platinum 
electrodes offers a value of heterogeneous component.
In addition to these measurements, the present approach 
also gives values of vacancy life time and vacancy mean free path. An 
estimate of effectiveness of vacancy traps can be obtained from 
considerations of mean free path. These parameters together elucidate 
the actual process involved in vacancy migration under driving forces.
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
- 1 -
1.1. Aim of the experiment.
If a temperature gradient is maintained across a 
homogeneous material having more than one component, gradients in the 
concentration of components will slowly develop across it. The 
concentration gradients arise from deviations from randomness in atomic 
motion under a thermal driving force. This phenomenon, in which matter 
flow takes place in response to a thermal force, has been variously 
called thermodiffusion(30), thermal diffusion(3), thermal mass 
transport(42) or thermomigration(41). The term thermomigration is, 
in fact, a proper description of this phenomenon as it signifies a 
thermally activated process involving biased motion of atoms, vacancies 
or impurities.
The study of thermomigration and electromigration in 
solids provides valuable information about the fundamental properties 
of these materials(62). Of these properties, the heat of transport is 
the most important one. This quantity is defined as the amount of 
energy carried by a unit flux of material when the temperature gradient 
is effectively zero. The objective of the present work is the 
evaluation of heats of transport in two strongly ionic solids - 
potassium chloride and sodium chloride single crystals when they are 
subjected to thermo- and electromigration. The measured heat of transport 
provides means of testing the models produced in order to explain the 
processes of mass and energy transfer in a material.
- 2 -
lo2o Theoretical models of heat of transport.
There are two main approaches to the calculation of
heat of transport in a material - one is based on isothermal method,
* ' 
that is, the heat of transport, Q is calculated from the equation
* '^q
Q = ( j—  )^Y=0 Jg and are heat flux and matter flux respectively
and the other is based on calculation of matter flux in a temperature 
gradient(57)*
In the isothermal method, one attempts to evaluate 
energy flux accompanying matter flux and then calculate Q . A method 
for the calculation of matter flux in a material at thermal equilibrium 
was proposed by Wert(75) which can be called ’absolute rate-process 
description’. In this description he assumed that the average time of 
stay of an ion in a potential hole about an interstitial position was 
equal to the time spent at the saddle point when that ion was jumping 
from one interstitial site to another. This assumption was criticised 
by Rice(63) pointing out that the diffusing ion spends most of its 
time at one or other side of the potential barrier and actually crosses 
it very rapidly probably in a period of less than a few vibrations.
The other fundamental.drawback to this formulation is that an average 
potential energy was assigned to the jumping ion. This can only be 
done if the motions of the surrounding ions are completely unaffected 
by the transition.
Vineyard(74) tried to remove the assumption of average 
potential energy of the moving ion by considering the motion of an ion 
in N dimensional configuration. This formulation has thus the character 
of many-body problem. But this theory also could not break away from the 
transition-state character in the sense that it made use of the 
assumption that the state at the top of barrier was sufficiently long
- 3 -
enough to define thermodynamic functions.
Rice(63) developed a theory of self-diffusion in a
crystal via vacancy mechanism from a dynamical model of ionic motion.
He considered the frequency spectrum of vibrating ions at respective '
lattice positions from the harmonic approximation. The isothermal jump -
frequency was taken as the product of oj co-u" term cj is the V a u a ^
frequency with which the jumping ion attains a critical amplitude of 
vibration directed towards the adjacent vacancy. This is given by,
= V* exp(-U^/KT) ........     (1.1)
I
where v is the weighted mean frequency,
is the energy required for the' diffusing ion to reach 
critical vibration amplitude.
The other term is the frequency with which the shell ions adjacent
to the vacancy attain out-of-phase configuration of vibration with 
respect to the diffusing ion such that the diffusing ion can be 
accommodated, is given by,
w. = nexp(-U./KT)ng.i .........    (1.2)
where is the energy to shift shell ions from equilibrium 
position such that the diffusing ion can pass, 
and g^^ is the pair correlation function relating to the 
position of ions k and 1 ,
This dynamical model is also not free from criticism. Allnatt and 
Chadwick(1) mentioned that the introduction of the condition of 
irreversibility in the calculation of severely restricts its utility,
However the utility of the isothermal method of 
formulation of heat of transport in the successful interpretation of 
experimental evidence seems very limited as it predicts that the heat
of transport is less than or at most equal to the energy of migration
- 4 -
of an ion. Experimental evidence that the heats of transport in T1C1(20), 
Ag^S, Ag^Se, Ag^TeCS?) and SrCl^ in NaCl(3) are all greater than their 
respective energies of migration requires a more rigorous treatment of 
this problem.
*
The other approach to the calculation of Q is based
on the kinetic motion of an ion under a thermal gradient. An important
formulation in this approach is due to Wirtz(77). He assumed that the
energy, E required for an ion to jump from an initial plane to a final 
.
plane through the saddle point configuration is comprised of three 
parts; (i) the energy, E^ which must be given to the ion in the original 
plane, (ii) the energy,E^ needed in the intermediate plane, that is, 
saddle point and (iii) the energy, E^ required to prepare the final 
plane of the jumping ion. In a material under a temperature gradient, 
the original, intermediate and final planes may be supposed to be at 
temperatures T, (T+AT/2) and (T+AT) respectively. If this is so, the 
jump frequencies of the ions making jumps up the temperature gradient 
are given by,
El ^2 ^3 '
vexp(. g )  expC- — ) exp(-  ^  ■
where v is the vibration frequency of an ion.
Similarly jumps in the reverese direction are given by,
K ô W ) )  ^  )   (1 -4 )
Now for the condition of zero net flux of ions between the original 
and the final planes, one obtains,
*
Q = E^ - Eg .............     (1.5)
As it is impossible to envisage any of these energies to be negative, 
so equation (1.5) leads to,
Q * n < % n < \   ..................    (1 -*)
— 5 —
Haga(37) made an attempt to calculate the energy 
flux carried by matter flux in an ionic solid subjected to a temperature 
gradient. His assumption that the energy of the moving ion through the 
potential barrier can be considered to be composed of its kinetic energy 
and the potential energy of interaction with the adjacent ions was very 
much similar to that of Wert(75). An expression for the heat of 
transport was given taking into account of variation of vibration 
frequency of lattice ions due to the presence of defects. This theory 
though successfully predicts the temperature dependence of heat of 
transport, it fails to account for the energy carried by the diffusing 
ion in excess of migration energy. .. .
Allnatt and Rice(7) calculated heat of transport in a 
crystalline material from the flux of matter in a combined temperature 
and concentration gradient. They predicted that the heat of transport 
should be exactly equal to energy of migration which is experimentally 
unacceptable.
However Schottky(67 ) tried to incorporate all the 
essential elements of heat of transport with a model based on the 
dynamical theory of Rice(63). In this model a whole group of atoms 
contribute to the activation process in the sense that a jump of an 
ion is accomplished by the in-phase superposition of lattice modes. Thus
the displacement of an ion adjacent to a vacancy is given by,
=1 = + 6 k)   (1-7)
where is the phonon energy of mode k
6^ is the phase of mode k
to is the angular frequency of vibration of mode k.
From this expression he evaluated the jump frequency of an ion. A 
calculation of jump frequencies of two ions adjacent to a vacancy up
— 6 — •
and down the temperature gradient gave the expression,
• U T W-
Acû= -- ' ........................  (1 .8)
a K T
where T is the phonon relaxation time, 
a is the lattice constant,
is the mean phonon velocity, 
and (=E^) is the energy of migration for a linear chain 
of atoms with harmonic forces.
Now substituting this expression in the equation for matter flux, he 
obtained the following expression for Q ,
2 tWi
Q = V  1 - - T - >   ............. (1-9)
It should be noted that the term was omitted by Schottky in his
formulation of heat of transport. However the corrected expression
for heat of transport, as given by equation (1.9), has some features
—1
which are worth considering. As tocT and is negative, the heat
of transport decreases with increasing temperature. Experimental
evidence that catmnic heats of transport in AgCl and AgBr(18) increase
with temperature contradicts with Schottky*s above formulation. But
the pleasing aspect of this model is that it offers a value of Q
which could be greater than E .
■ m
Boswarva and Tan(14) in an attempt to explain 
simultaneously the magnitude and temperature dependence of heat of 
transport in silver halides considered a dynamical model similar to 
Schottky*s and obtained an expression as follows.
Q - (2 + "Y") *................      (1.10)
where q = - 2 T W^T/a 
and a and T are lattice parameter and phonon relaxation time.
- 7 -
It is interesting to note that Boswarva and Tan did
not calculate Q* from equation (1.10). On the contrary they used this
*
equation to evaluate q in systems where Q was known from thermoelectric 
power measurements. Their values of q for silver halides are reasonably 
constant and negative. They failed to apply their theory to alkali 
halides because of lack of knowledge of crystal-electrode interface
effect. This theory does little to advance the calculation of heats
- * 
of transport since it transfers interest from the unknown Q to the
equally unknown q.
— 8 —
1.3. Experimental determination of heats of transport.
In the experiments to be described, an attempt was 
made to measure heats of transport in ionic solids. The phenomena 
covered by irreversible thermodynamics can very eligantly be described, 
by a set of phenomenological equations relating fluxes of matter and 
heat to forces which cause their flow. Ihe phenomenological description 
of ionic solids is considerably simplified if consideration is restricted 
to high purity materials where impurity considerations can be neglected. 
For the present work a further simplification was possible since alkali 
halide single crystals are known to diffuse almost completely by the
motion of a single species of mobile defect - the vacancies of the
. ^ ! 
cationic sublattice. Thus the measured heat of transport is effectively
that of cations.
In ionic solids, biased vacancy motion due to the 
application of a thermal force produces a non-uniform distribution of 
the charged species. This is experimentally detectable as a 
thermoelectric potential difference between electrods attached to the 
faces of a specimen held in a temperature gradient. The potential 
difference due to a unit temperature difference between the faces 
under condition of zero current flow through the material is known 
as the thermoelectric power. Thermoelectric power is considered to 
be composed of (i) a homogeneous component which is attributed to the 
thermomigration of ions in the solid and is related to heat of 
transport^ (I and (ii) a heterogeneous component which is attributed 
to temperature dependence of contact potentials and is related to 
entropies of formation of defects.
Thermoelectric power has been used as a basis for the 
calculation of heats of transport by a number of workers. One criticism 
inherent to this type of work is that the observed potential difference
- 9 -
arises only in part within the bulk of the solid, some fraction being 
always due to interfacial potentials between the salt and its contacting 
electrodes. Any measurement of a heat of transport based on total 
thermoelectric power is thus basically unreliable as there is no way 
of separating the homogeneous component from the total effect.
For this reason, a central aim of this work is to 
derive estimates of heats of transport for cations from bulk properties 
of the solids. The approach depends on comparison of thermal and electric
field forces and the effects they have on electric resistance. The
i
interface effects and other uncertainties do not interfere with the 
measurements and thus they have the potential to provide uniquely 
precise estimates for heats of transport in ionic materials.
The evaluation of heats of transport in ionic solids 
using only bulk properties is also of extreme interest to the study of 
thermoelectric power. The homogeneous thermoelectric power can be precisely 
calculated if the heat of transport is uniquely known. By comparison 
with the experimentally observed total thermoelectric power it is 
therefore possible to determine the heterogeneous thermoelectric power.
This is the pleasing aspect of this experimental work.
To promote confidence in the techniques and equipments 
to be used for the measurement of heats of transport, an initial 
experiment was done using crystals of potassium chloride so that 
estimates of the cationic heat of transport could be compared with the 
earlier work by Lowe(58). In the event these estimates gave the broad 
agreement required and through their internal consistency suggested that 
some improvements in techniques had been made.
An understanding of transport processes in ionic solids 
is critically dependent on the knowledge of their defect properties.
Chapter 2 reviews these properties in both equilibrium and non-equilibrium
- 10 -
conditions. Here the vacancy flow is described in terms of motion 
between sources and sinks and the fundamental equations for ionic 
conductivity are deduced. Chapter 3 is used to develop equations 
from the phenomenological theory which allows the derivation of 
heats of transport in terms of experimentally accessible parameters. 
This chapter also deals with basic equations of homogeneous and 
heterogeneous thermoelectric powers deduced by different authors 
from kinetic as well as non-kinetic theories. Details of equipment 
and techniques of measurements are described in chapter 4. Chapter 5 
analyses the experimental results and shows the calculated values 
of different parameters in tabular as well as graphical forms. A 
discussion on the theory of heat of transport is incorporated in 
chapter 6. Major conclusions drawn from the present work are also 
listed in this chapter.
CHAPTER 2
DEFECT PROPERTIES IN ALKALI HALIDES
- 11'-
2.1. Point defects.
Any crystalline solid will have an accurately 
stoichiometric composition only at absolute zero temperature since at - 
that temperature its entropy is effectively zero. At all higher tempera- 
-tures the solid must deviate to some extent from the perfect state due 
to the appearance of lattice defects. In ionic solids the two most 
important imperfections are vacant lattice sites and interstitials.
These types of inherent thermodynamic defects are best described in terms 
of (a) Schottky defects(6^ 66) and (b) Frenkel defects(Sl).
A Schottky defect is ah irregularity of crystal 
structure containing a single cation vacancy and a single anion vacancy 
without the existence of any interstitial ion. The structure of a.
Schottky defect in a crystal MX is shown in figure (2.1). It was
M"^ x" m"^ x“
x“ M"*" x” m'*'
+ +
M x” M X
+ - +
x" M x“ m
(A) At 0 K
M
x"
X . 
□
M
M
x"
□
X
M
M
(B) At T K
Figure 2.1. Formation of a Schottky defect. The crystal at absolute
zero is perfectly regular, whereas at T K there are equal 
numbers of vacancies in anion and cation sublattices.
originally imagined that the vacancies originate in steps in the surface 
and then diffuse into the body of the crystal. But according to the 
recent ideas of dslocations, steps in dislocation lines provide a 
distribution of internal sources and sinks so that vacancies in the 
interior of a crystal have not necessarily come from the surface(56).
—  12 —
The number of Schottky defects in alkali halides at 
thermodynamic equilibrium is found by considering the fact that at 
thermal equilibrium the change in Helmholtz free energy, AF(=^U - TAS) 
with respect to change in the number of defects is zero(36), Thus putting 
expressions for change in internal energy AU and change in entropy AS 
due to introduction of C number of Schottky defects per unit volume at 
a temperature T K and then equating ~  (AU - T4S) to zero, the number 
of cationic or anionic defects per unit volume is found as,
C = N exp(- 2^ )    *................. (2.1)
where N is the number of sites of each type of ion per unit vol., 
and is the measurable energy of formation of Schottky 
defect pair which is equal to enthalpy of formation.
C C ^fIn this expression the product ( —  ) ( —  ) = exp(- -^)
is called the solubility product relation. In the derivation of 
equation (2.1) three important assumptions are made. These are: (a) that 
the concentration of defects is sufficiently small so that interactions 
between them can be neglected, (b) that the effect of change of volume 
on the number of Schottky defects can be ignored and (c) that the 
vibrational frequencies of the ions in the solid remain unaffected by 
the presence of vacant sites.
Another lattice defect common to ionic solids is the 
Frenkel defect. This can be seen as formed by the movement of an ion 
from a normal lattice site to an interstitial site, a vacancy being left 
behind. The combination of an interstitial ion and a vacancy is called 
the Frenkel defect. The formation of a Frenkel defect is shown in 
figure (2.2). The concentration of vacancies and interstitials must be 
equal to satisfy the condition of overall electrical neutrality. It
should be noted that the vacancies and interstitials are so much apart
- 13 -
that there is no force of attraction between them,
M X M X M X M X
+ + + 9* +x" M x“ M x" M x“ M
+ + + +
M x“ M x“ M X M x"
+ + +
x“ M x” M x” □ x" M
(A) At 0 K (B) At ; T K
Figure 2.2. Formation of a Frenkel defect. The crystal at absolute
zero is perfectly regular, whereas at T K there are equal 
number of interstitial ions and vacant lattice sites in 
one of the sublattices.
Early measurements to establish the dominant type of 
defect in different crystals demonstrated that alkali halides, silver 
halides, thallous and lead halides and alkaline earth halides have 
intrinsic ionic defects. Because of large forbidden gap in the energy 
band configuration of these solids, the electronic contribution to 
conductivity is totally negligible in comparison to the ionic
Table 2.1. Dominant types of defect in ionic solids.
Substance Crystal structure Intrinsic defect
Alkali halides NaCl Schottky
Alkaline earth 
halides
NaCl Schottky
Alkali halides, 
TlCl, TlBr
CsCl Schottky
Silver halides NaCl Cation Frenkel
Alkali earth 
flurides,Ce02
CaF2 Anion Frenkel
— 14 —
contribution. The cuprous halides show marked ionic and electronic 
conduction with ionic conduction predominant at high temperatures.
The oxides, sulphides and selenides show predominantly electronic 
conduction with the exceptions of CeO^, TThO^  and ZrO^» The dominant 
intrinsic defects in some common ionic solids are shown in Table(2.1)(10).
The formation of a Schottky defect or of a Frenkel 
defect in a solid is critically dependent on the energy of formation 
of these defects. Jost(48) applied classical Born-Mayer theory to the 
calculation of energy of formation of a defect. He assumed that the 
vacant lattice site may be considered as a spherical cavity of radius 
in a non-vibrating lattice of dielectric constant and that the lattice 
is polarised by the formation of a defect. Faux and Lidiard(29 ) rejected 
this model pointing out that the Born-Mayer repulsive potential gives 
a static dielectric constant in the vicinity of the defect much larger 
than that of the substance. This anomaly can be resolved by considering 
the Shell model which has been so successful in describing lattice 
dynamics. But Boswarva (15 ) pointed out that Born-Mayer model is 
adequate for defect energy calculations if repulsive potential parameters 
are chosen as interionic distance of separation,r and static dielectric 
constant instead of r and the compressibility. In other words, he 
contends that the vacancy influences the crystal property through the 
electrical discontinuity rather than its elasticity. For the explicit 
calculations of energy of Schottky defects, it is necessary arbitrarily 
to divide the crystal into two regions - region 1 is the immediate 
vicinity of the defect and region 2 is the rest of the crystal. It is 
assumed that the harmonic approximation may be made in region 2. The 
calculated values of energy of formation of Schottky defect pairs using 
6 and 32 ions in region 1 are listed in Table (2.2) (15).
- 15 -
Table 2,2, Calculated values of energy of formation of Schottky defect
Substance
Energy of formation/ eV
6 ions 32 ions
NaCl 2,36 2,27
KCl ‘ 2,54 2,50
NaBr 2,33 2,33
Whatever the precision of these calculations point 
defects are responsible for conduction in ionic solids. In an attempt 
to establish the contributions of different species to conductivity in 
alkali and silver halides, Tubandt et al(72) had found that at low 
temperatures cations are wholly responsible for conduction whereas at 
high temperatures the contributions from anions become progressively 
higher. This contribution to conductivity is described in terms of the 
transport number of a species and is defined as the fraction of current 
carried by that species. The variation of transport numbers of cations 
and anions with temperature in two common alkali halides are shown 
in Table (2,3X56).
Table 2,3, Dependence of transport numbers on temperature.
Salt Temperature/K Cation transport number, t^
Anion transport 
number, t
673 1,00 0,00
NaCl . 773 0,98 0,02
873 0,95 0,05
^ KCl 673 1,00 0,00
773 0,94 0,06
873 0,88 0,12
— 1 6 “
2.2. Ionic conductivity and diffusion.
Electrical conductivity in alkali halides is due to the 
movement of ions under a driving force. It has been established that the 
ions which are responsible for conductivity in solids like NaCl and KCl 
are mainly cations. Such cations normally execute to and fro motions 
about their respective lattice positions at all temperatures above 
absolute zero. Sometimes a particular ion may receive enough energy to 
jump from one lattice position to a neighbouring lattice position 
leaving behind a vacancy. Such jumps however occur only if there happens 
to be a vacant site at an adjacent position just at the time when the 
ion^  has sufficient energy to make the transition, A description of the 
situation may be made in terms of an energy barrier as shown in figure 
(2,3a), Here the height of the barrier E^ is the energy of migration 
for an ion. An important feature of the diagram is its symmetry. This 
has the consequence that ions at all times have an equal probability 
of moving to any of the sites which are adjacent and accessible to them. 
The pattern of movement that they make in this way through the sites of 
a lattice is known as random walk(59).
The application of an electric field perturbs the 
symmetry of the energy barrier. This is shown in figure (2,3b), Let 
a uniform electric field E act along the <100> crystallographic axis, 
which is taken as X axis. This electric field will reduce the energy 
barrier for ions jumping from plane 1 to plane 2 by (1/2)eaE and increase 
it by (l/2)eaE for ions jumping in the opposite direction(56).Let the 
number of ions per unit area that effectively take part in the jumping 
process in plane 1 and 2 be n . and n respectively and their jumppi
frequencies be . and v ^  . Now the jump frequency of an ion in the 
absence of an electric field can be described by v = v^exp(-B^/KT)
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where Vq is the .Debye frequency. Thus the jump frequencies of the ions 
from plane 1 to 2 and 2 to 1 in the presence of an electric field will 
be given by,
V.2 = Vg exp( - ^  eaE)) •••••••.......... (2.2'a)
21
(2 .2b)
This asymmetry of jump rate produces a net flow of ions and hence of 
electric charge. The current d e n sity J of this charge flow in the
m
Figure 2.3.a. Energy barrier in the absence of any driving force
eaE
Figure 2.3.b. Energy barrier in the presence of electric driving force
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direction of the field is given by,
^ " "pi. « ''12 - "p2 ® '"21
= iip^ e Vq exp(- \  - I eaE)) - v^exp(- -|^aE))
Assming eaE <^KT,
J = e V q 6x p (- ^ )  (Hpi - Hpg) 4. -Ill (Opi + npg)--.....  (2.3)
~^ "p 2 3 C
Now - Hp2 = - a ^  - - V ^
and n + n . = 2aC, since n = aC
pi p2 p .
where C is the number of ions per unit volume that take part in
conductivity process and is the concentration of Schottky defects
and a is the lattice constant.
J = e V o e x p ( - | ) ( - a 2 | £ 4 - 4 | £ £ )     (2.4)
Written in this form the first term in the parenthesis arises 
from normal diffusion movement while the second term has its origin in 
the driving force. The second term describes ionic flow in response 
to the applied field and since this is very much higher than the 
diffusion flow given by the first term, the equation for current 
density in a solid under an electric driving force is given by,
j = a ! e ^ ^ o e x p ( - | )   .......  (2.5)
As the conductivity of a material is defined as cr= J/E, this gives
  .......
An alternative way to describe ionic motion is in terms of 
the m o b i l i t y . The defining equation for this is,
c= c eH ................    (2.7)
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so exp(- ■    (2 .8)
If in equation (2.6) the concentration of Schottky 
defects C is substituted from equation (2.1), the conductivity is then 
given by,
* = Vo - K# ) - ..............  (2.9)
Sf
where + E^) is the activation energy for diffusion.
In the derivation of equation (2.9) deviations from 
a biased motion due to interactions among defects or between defects 
and aliovalent impurities are ignored. Thus this equation describes 
the conductivity of a solid in a temperature region where contributions 
from sources other than equilibrium defect concentrations are 
negligible. For this reason it is called the intrinsic conductivity.
In ionic solids,point defects are responsible for 
both diffusion and conductivity. While diffusion represents a mixing 
up of the atoms in a crystal because of thermally induced random 
motion of the defects, the conduction represents biased motion due to 
application of an electric field. These two conceptually different 
processes are quantitatively related by the Nernst-Einstein equation 
which is, for the present purposes, given by,
T =     (2.10)
with this equation it is in principle possible to 
derive diffusion coefficient D from conductivity a and vice versa. 
However this sort of calculation will generally be inaccurate as the
diffusion coefficient obtained from measurements of total conductivity
)
represents a total diffusion coefficient which may or may not equal
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to the diffusion coefficient of one particular species. On the contrary 
.neutral defect complexes such as impurity-vacancy associations or 
vacancy pair complexes contribute to diffusion but not to conductivity. 
Despite these limitations, diffusion coefficients derived from the above 
equation may offer a reasonable approximation to the true value under 
suitable conditions of measurement. In an alkali halide at temperatures 
well below the melting point, the transport number for cations is almost 
equal to unity and the factor D obtained from equation (2.10) and the 
self-diffusion coefficient for cations are almost equal.
The experimentally measured diffusion coefficient in 
the intrinsic temperature range normally fits Arrhenius equation,
D = Dq exp(- ^ )     (2.11)
where D^ is the pre-exponential factor,
and Q is the experimental activation energy 
for diffusion.
For self-diffusion in alkali halides, Q has been found to be equal 
to the activation energy to a high degree of accuracy. But for 
impurity diffusion Q may differ considerably from (59).
Downing and Friauf (26) measured diffusion of Na^ in 
NaCl from 863 K to 963 K by the sectioning method. Their results, when 
fitted to the Arrhenius equation for diffusion, give the following values,
Dq = ( 3.2 + 1.1 ) cm^/sec  ...... (2.12a)
Q = ( 1.78 + .03 ) eV ..................  (2.12b)
They also measured ionic conductivity and calculated the total diffusion 
coefficient using the Nernst-Einstein relation. Comparison of the two 
values of D shows an excess diffusion of (10 %  - 20 %  ). They 
attribute this excess diffusion to vacancy pairs.
Beniere et al (13) employed radio tracer and
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conductivity measuements to study movement of cation vacancies, anion 
vacancies and vacancy pairs in pure as well as Sr doped single crystals 
of KCl. For intrinsic diffusion, they obtained,
2 '
Dq = 33.16 cm /sec  ...................... (2.13a)
Q = 1.975 eV  .....   (2.13b)
In this section an equation for the electrical 
conductivity of an ionic solid held at a uniform temperature has been 
obtained. This equation will be used in section (3.2) for the 
evaluation of total resistance of a specimen when subjected to a 
gradient of temperature. Also the values of and Q from equations 
(2.12) and (2.13) will be used in chapter 5 when attempts will be
made to calculate mean free paths of cation vacancies in NaCl and
KCl respectively.
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2o3. Principal features of ionic conductivity.
Interest in the detailed study of ionic conductivity 
in solids like alkali and silver halides arises mainly because it 
provides a unique opportunity for the measurement of parameters that 
describe defect structures. The parameters obtainable from such studies 
are enthalpies and entropies of formation, migration and interaction of 
defects. These parameters not only describe thermally generated defects 
but also aliovalent impurities which are dissolved substitutionally or 
interstitially in the solvent.
Ionic conductivity, in its essentials, can be described 
according to Kock and WagnerCss), by considering two distinct regions 
in a conductivity plot as shown in figure (2.4) where the variables are 
O T  - the product of conductivity and absolute temperature and the
1.8..2 .4 1.6.0
o K/ T ---- ►
Figure 2.4. Ionic conductivity as a function of temperature
in KCl; (a) KCl+200 ppm CaClg, (b) KCl analytically 
pure and (c) recrystallized KCl.
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reciprocal of absolute temperature. Following their analysis the 
conductivity plot is a superposition of two roughly linear curves;
Si
(a) A^expC- ~ )  for low temperature part and (b) A^expC- — ) for 
high temperature part.
The low temperature part of the conductivity curve 
displays a smaller slope and is mainly due to non-stoichiometry of 
the solid substance. Since in this region aliovalent metallic impurities 
associate with cationic vacancies, it is called the association 
range(2?).'In this low temperature range surface and grain boundary 
conduction as well as impurity content and thermal history contribute 
significantly to the conduction and it is unique to each specimen. The 
exponent , the slope of the conductivity plot in this extrinsic 
range, is the energy of migration of a defect while the pre-exponential 
factor A^ depends inversely on the purity of the specimen. The 
transition region or 'knee* of the plot may be taken as that temperature 
at which structural defects are equal to the thermally activated 
defects (56).
Conductivity above the knee is an intrinsic property 
of the crystal. In this region the number of thermally produced defects 
outweighs the structural defects to such an extent that the contribution 
of structural imperfections to the conductivity can be-considered 
negligibly small in relation to that of thermal defects. Assuming a 
single diffusion mechanism, the exponent of this region is the 
activation energy which equals the sum of energies of migration and 
formation for the diffusing species. This activation energy for 
diffusion can. be obtained from the slope of the plot in the intrinsic 
range. .
Systematic variations of conductivity with purity 
are well documented. Figure(2.4) shows the positions of the knee
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regions in recrystallized and analytically pure KCl specimens together 
. with a KCl specimen having deliberate and controlled impurity content 
of 200 ppm of CaClg. It may be seen that the temperature of the knee 
point increases with the impurity content. Shapiro and Kalthoff(69) 
had shown that the conductivity of ionic solids like AgBr may have 
a dip at the knee region if the specimen is thermally aged and that 
the conductivity is significantly smaller in thermally aged specimens 
than in fresh ones.
Analyses of the above type based on an assumed 
linearity of the conductivity plot are now considered inadequate. First, 
the linearity of the intrinsic and extrinsic regions is an experimental 
oversimplification. Second, it is naive to think that extrinsic 
conductivity is dependent only on the free energy of migration of 
defects. In fact, conductivity at low temperatures show a concave 
pattern towards the tT^ axis which is due to association of divalent 
cation impurities and cation vacancies. The intrinsic range of 
conductivity shows on the other hand a convex pattern towards the 
In(orT) axis. This is so because at high temperatures the intrinsic 
is enhanced by the increased mobility of cation and anion vacancies.
The modern approach to conductivity analysis is to 
use a non linear least squares programme to calculate the best fit 
values of defect parameters into the experimentally observed points. 
Beaumont and Jacobs(11) analysed the conductivity curve between 
643 K and 963 K for KCl using a simple nearest-neighbour association 
approximation based on the Teltow model. They used eight parameters 
namely; enthalpy and entropy of formation of defect pairs, enthalpy 
and entropy of cation vacancy migration, enthalpy and entropy of anion 
vacancy migration, Gibbs free energy of impurity-vacancy association 
and total fraction of impurity ions. Their procedure was to fit these
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parameters to their experimental values using a subroutine which 
minimised the function ^
F =100((N-1)”^ ((InaT)^^^^ - (InaT)^^^^)^)^ •••• (2.14)
where N is the number of data points, 
and suffixes denote calculated and experimental values.
The method is quite successful in calculating cation 
as well as anion migration and formation energies and results are in 
reasonable agreement with Fuller(33). But in spite of this success, 
there.are some inherent deficiencies in their analyses: (i) that only 
the nearest neighbour interactions of defects were considered, the 
long range Debye-Huckel interactions being ignored and (ii) that the 
analysis was restricted to conductivity data between 643 K and 963 K, 
that is, to about 90 K below the melting point.
Fuller et al(34) analysed the complete intrinsic 
region ( 833 K - 1048 K) of the conductivity plot of KCl using what 
is known as * Intrinsic-only* computer fitting. In this method only 
four intrinsic parameters were considered. The concentration of 
divalent impurities was ignored. Fuller et al found that their 
calculated parameters did not agree well with those of Beaumont 
and Jacobs(ll). However they demonstrated a striking inadequacy of 
the Beaumont and Jacobs method by extrapolating the conductivity 
curve to high temperatures■(>1023 K) using Beaumont and Jacobs 
parameters and showed that the projected points lie well below 
their experimental points above 963 K.
Further information on this matter comes from 
Allnatt and Pantelis(6) who found an abnormal increase in conductance 
in alkali halides at high temperatures. Fuller and Reilly(35) 
attempted to explain this increase in conductance at high temperatures 
by assuming that this was due to trivacancy mechanism. But this
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explanation had been criticised by Jacobs and Pantelis(46) on the 
ground that the difference between calculated best fit points and 
experimental points cannot be accepted as due to a trivacancy 
contribution alone.
Recognising all these inadequacies, Jacobs and 
Pantelis(46) felt the necessity for critical analysis of existing 
theories and careful réévaluation of parameters which could describe 
adequately the conductivity of alkali halides over the whole range 
of temperatures. They started with the analysis of Beaumont and 
Jacobs(ll) and modified it to include the Debye-Huckel interactions.
They then took up the suggestion put forward by Allnatt and 
Pantelis(6) that NaCl might contain Frenkel defects at high 
temperatures and attempted to analyse the conductivity on the basis 
of a cationic Frenkel defect model. Having shown that none of the 
above mentioned models was completely satisfactory, they then examined 
what they term an * excess conductance model* by introducing an extra 
term (B/T)exp(-E/KT) into the conductivity equation. Though they 
failed to produce any physical basis for this extra term, they 
assumed in line with Barr and Dawson(9) that it might be due to a 
dislocation contribution. The unknown parameter B was taken proportional 
to eC^ where and are respectively the dislocation density 
and dislocation mobility. But due to lack of knowledge about the values 
of and 41^ , they did not pursue this dislocation model any further.
The question of the role of dislocations in the diffusion process 
is of some consequence to the present study. However this subject 
will be taken up in section (2.5) for detailed discussion.
While there is still some discussion on the values 
of the parameters describing defect motion in sodium and potassium 
chlorides, the present work depends only to a lesser degree on 
their precise evaluation. Some general confirmatory data - intended
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mainly as a check on experimental method - will be presented in 
chapter 5, but for purposes of calculation it will be assumed that 
defect parameters are adequately described by data of other workers 
as shown in Table 2.4.
Table 2.4. Characteristic enthalpies of Schottky defects.
Authors
KCl
Enthalpy of 
formation of 
defect pair/eV
Enthalpy of 
migration of 
cation vacancy 
/eV
Enthalpy of 
migration of 
anion vacancy 
/eV
Enthalpy of
association 
divalent-imp- 
urity vacancy
/eV
Beaumont and 2.26 0.71 1.04 0.43
Jacobs(ll)
Jacobs and
PantelisCDebye 2.30 0.68 1.39 0.58
Huckel model)
(46)
Chandra and 2.59 0.73 0.99 0.58
Rolfe(18)
NaCl
Allnatt and 2.17 0.66 1.17
Pantelis(6)
Kirk and 2.30 0.69 1.83 0.29(Mn**)
Pratt(51)
Brown and 2.30 0.76 . 0.46(Sr**)
Hoodless(17)
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2 b4o Specimen-electrode interface phenomena.
The phenomena occuring at the interface between 
a specimen and its electrodes are important factors in the study of 
a.Co ionic conductance in alkali halides at temperatures within 300 K 
of the melting point. These interface effects are responsible for the 
variation of conductance and capacitance with frequency. When an a.c. 
field is applied to a sodium chloride or potassium chloride specimen, 
the mobile charge carriers move back and forth in phase with the 
applied voltage. Their movement constitutes ioniç conductance. Ideally 
each carrier would discharge as it arrives at the crystal-electrode 
interface, but in fact this may not quite happen as carriers discharge 
at a rate which differs from the rate of arrival at the interface.
When this happens a charged layer is built up which retards the 
approach of further charge carriers. This may be detected experimentally 
as an increase in resistance and capacitance(32). This increase in 
resistance and capacitance is normally described in terms of polarization 
conductance and polarization capacitance.
These effects are however frequency dependent, high 
frequency conductance showing little interface effects. In this way 
it is possible to define polarization conductance as the measured 
conductance minus the high frequency conductance. Similarly the 
polarization capacitance is taken as measured capacitance minus 
geometric capacitance per unit area measured at low temperatures 
when polarization is negligible.
Recently there have been both theoretical and 
experimental investigations into the effect of interfacial polarization 
on conductance and capacitance. The theoretical approach has been to 
assume a constant rate of carrier discharge at electrodes which is
characterised by a dimensionless discharge parameter, p . For a
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completely blocked electrode p is zero and for a completely free 
electrode p is infinite. Beaumont and Jacobs(12) developed a theory, 
referred to as a 'linearised electrode blocking theory*. It is based 
on the assumption of small applied a.c. voltage in order to linearise, 
the constituent non-linear differential equations. Here the criterion 
of small voltage is that it should be far less than KT/e. The 
deficiency of the linearised electrode blocking theory is its neglect 
of the space charge layer occuring at the interface at thermodynamic 
equilibrium. The thoery does however predict a correct order of 
magnitude for both polarization capacitance and polarization conductance 
in KCl over a limited temperature range, Beaumont and Jacobs(/z) 
recognise the approximate nature of their theory and hold the view 
that its usefulness may be extended into the high temperature region 
by assuming a distribution of P over the crystal-electrode surface 
instead of fixed discreet values of p .
Miliotis and Yoon(60), on the other hand, contend 
that the observed dependence of ionic conductance on frequency is not 
due to interfacial polarization but due to the existence of actual gaps 
between the specimen and its electrodes. They assume that the gaps act 
as capacitors in series with the parallel combination of specimen 
conductance and capacitance and maintain that high frequency (>lMHz) 
dielectric relaxation is caused by large air-gaps which can be 
eliminated by improving crystal-electrode contacts. Though this theory 
successfully accounts for the high frequency effects, it fails to 
explain low frequency phenomena.
Allnatt and Sime(8) maintain that polarization 
conductance and capacitance at low frequencies can be explained in 
term another air-gap model. Their model assumes that a fraction 
a of the interface is in perfect contact, the polarization effect 
there being negligible, and that the rest (1- a) is in series with
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air-gaps having complete electrode blocking. They have measured the 
polarization impedence of pure and SrCl^ doped NaCl in the frequency 
range of lOOHz to 2KHz to establish the validity of their theory. 
Unfortunately their theory fails to offer a complete account of the 
experimental evidence.
In fact the experimental evidence for the existence 
of interface effects is much too detailed to be described by existing 
theories. Sastry and SrinivasanC64) have observed dispersions in 
dielectric constant of KCl and NaCl crystals at temperatures between 
873 K and 973 K in the frequency range of 1 and lOMHz which they 
attribute to relaxation of cation-anion vacancy pairs. Dielectric 
losses due to relaxation of divalent impurity-vacancy complexes 
at a temperature of about 773 K in the frequency range of 1 to lOKHz 
are also reported by Wimmer and Tallan(76),
For present purposes the phenomena noted above are 
important mainly in fixing the frequency range at which a.c, 
conductivity may reliably be measured over the temperature range 
of 700 K and 1000 K, At high frequencies ( >lMHz), even small air-gaps 
contribute substantially to the dispersion of dielectric constant 
and this alters the true ionic conductivity. As it is very difficult . 
to eliminate small air-gaps even by thermal cycling, it was decided 
that the working frequency should be considerably smaller than iMHz. 
Again the lower limit of the frequency range set by the appearance 
of interfacial polarization is about 2KHz. Considering these limiting 
factors, a signal frequency of 5KHz was used for this work, but 
some initial testswere made at 3KHz to ensure that the resistance 
data were not frequency dependent. Additional confirmation that 
this frequency of 5KHz is reasonable lies in the fact that the 
experimental data proved reproducible to about 2 %  .
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2.5 Dislocations
Point defects are not the only disorders found 
in the lattice structure of alkali halide crystals. Dislocations 
are lattice defects which can extend beyond the volume of one or 
two atoms and like point defects they have some influence on diffusion 
and electrical conduction in these solids.
For present purposes the main points of interest are 
that the core of an edge dislocation is a place at which impurities 
will tend to accumulate and that it is also a place which can act as 
a source or sink for vacancies. The density of dislocations thus 
determines the rate at which a salt will rid itself of an excess 
concentration of vacancies above the thermal equilibrium number and 
the rate at which it will produce vacancies to make up a deficit.
Eshelby et al(28) proposed a theory, called charged 
dislocation theory, which in essence says that dislocations even at 
thermal equilibrium may be charged if cationic and anionic defect 
formation energies are unequal and this charged dislocation core is 
surrounded by Debye-Huckel cloud of vacancies. Consequently a minimum 
amount of stress is required for slip to occur since the dislocation 
and its vacancy cloud will experience electrostatic attraction. By 
studying stress-strain curves, they found that a finite force is 
required to separate the dislocation from the cloud in ionic solids 
like sodium chlorides.
This charged dislocation theory was elaborated by 
Kanzaki et al(49) who studied the effects of dislocation density upon 
ionic conductivity in both pure and doped potassium chloride crystals. 
They performed both a.c. and d.c. measurements and produced evidence 
that ionic conductivity in pure crystals is strongly influenced by 
the dislocation concentration, whereas in impure crystals aliovalent
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impurity concentration effect is much more prominent. By counting 
etch pits, they found that at room temperature the mean dislocation 
density in pure unstrained potassium chloride crystal was about 
3x10^ cm ^ but rose to 1x10^ cm ^ in deformed and annealed specimens.
Vacancies can be created in a crystal both by 
mechanical and thermal means. Davidge et al(23) have reported the 
generation of vacancies in alkali halides through the intersection 
of dislocation arrays during straining of these materials. In these 
circumstances the vacancies tend to form small but stable clusters. 
Vaughan et al(73) have produced evidence for dislocation generation 
of point defects by showing density changes in crystals.
Thermal production of vacancies at edge dislocations 
is due to movement of atoms onto the extra half-plane of atoms above 
the dislocation line from the regular lattice sites. This movement 
leaves behind vacancies which are free to perform normal thermally 
activated motion through the crystal. In thermal equilibrium vacancy 
production in this way must be accompanied by an equal rate of 
vacancy loss by reverse movement of atoms off the extra half-plane. 
This pattern of vacancy motion makes it appropriate to describe 
dislocations as sources and sinks for vacancies.
Both impurity atoms and dislocations may be expected 
to accept vacancies. In the first case however the vacancies are 
merely trapped, while in the second case they are annihilated. In 
carefully purified crystals such as used in this present work the 
effect of divalent impurity concentration is much smaller than that 
of the dislocation density. This can be seen from the following 
considerations. According to the manufacturer’s quotation the total 
divalent impurity concentration in these crystals is about 10 ppm. 
Expressed in terms of area this is about 3x10^ cm ^ for divalent
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impurity concentration, a number which is to be compared with the 
mean dislocation density of 2x10^ cm ^ of Harshaw potassium chloride 
crystal(49). Thus dislocations are almost totally responsible for the 
creation and annihilation of vacancies in these crystals. The average 
distance by which a vacancy can migrate before being annihilated is 
termed as the mean free path, "X . A quantitative relation can be found 
connecting mean free path, X and the dislocation density,p .
Let it be assumed that at a particular plane, a
• 2 
dislocation has a certain area of influence given by d . So,
- T
In ionic solid, the number of atoms, of each species in this area 
of atomic monolayer is,
"‘ ■ ÿ ' 7 - p
where a is the lattice spacing.
The effective concentration of dislocations, is thus
D
Assuming then that vacancies follow a true random motion which 
terminates on arrival at a dislocation site, the mean number, n of
vacancy jumps between source and sink is,
-  _ 3n - =•
Pa^
This number may be related to the mean free path of the vacancy by,
X = a/rT
■Æ
so P=.................. ..... ............. ...........
X^
If dislocations are indeed the dominant sources and 
sinks for vacancies, this equation should allow the vacancy mean free 
path or alternatively the vacancy life time to be tied to the 
dislocation density. This equation will be used in chapter 5, to
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calculate the mean dislocation density from a knowledge of mean free 
.path of vacancies. An estimate of relative efficiency of dislocations 
can be made from the calculated values of dislocation density.
The concept of vacancy source and sink will be 
utilised in next chapter in the mathematical formulation of excess 
vacancy concentration in potassium and sodium chloride crystals. But 
it should be emphasised that the basic mechanism of atomic migration 
remains unaffected even in the presence of vacancy sources and sinks. 
Under thermal and electric field gradients, the vacancies execute 
non-random motion and are influenced by these sources and sinks.
CHAPTER 3
THEORIES OF TRANSPORT
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3.1 Phenomenological description of thermomigration.
Phenomenological equations are used for the 
description of solid materials in non equilibrium conditions. Such 
equations relate fluxes of matter and heat flowing in a material to 
thermodynamic forces that cause the flow( 25). The advantage of using 
this description is that one can describe the physical processes 
occuring inside a solid material' quite adequately without knowing the 
precise nature of atomic migration. The assumption that is made in this 
description is the existence of local thermodynamic equilibrium. This 
implies that the local concentration and distribution of lattice defects 
can be calculated from the knowledge of local values of state variables 
such as temperatures and pressures. Thus the knowledge of isothermal 
systems forms the basis for the study of systems under non equilibrium 
conditions(57),
Regular crystalline solids subjected to a gradient of 
temperature will develop a gradient in the concentration of defects, 
simply because at the hot end there are more defects than at the cold 
end. Thus the chemical potential, which is defined as the change in 
Gibbs free energy due to change of one mole of defects, will have 
different values at hot and cold ends. These gradients of temperature 
and chemical potentials are the thermodynamic forces which are related 
by the phenomenological equations to the fluxes of matter and heat. The 
generalised phenomenological equations allowing for interactions of the 
two gradients are(l),
Ji = + liu ......   (3-1)K=|
K u \  .......................  (3.2)
The subscripts i and k ( = 1  to n ) denote different species which can 
be atoms, molecules, ions or even vacancies of different kinds. The
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quantity denotes the flux of species i, that is, the number of
species.i crossing unit area in unit time; it is thus the matter flux.
J is the reduced heat flux. The reduced heat flux is the heat flux in
q
excess of average enthalpy transported by the matter flux. The 
thermodynamic forces are defined as,
= "(VPjç.).p -     (3.3)
and X = -       (3.4)u i
where [i ^  is the chemical potential of species k
e^ is the charge of species k
0  is the electric potential .
The chemical potential of a species can be written as,
= Hok + KTl"(Ck) ......   (3-3)
where is the change in Gibbs free energy on introducing
one atom of k at a particular site keeping concentrations 
of other species constant, 
and c^ is the fractional concentration of species k.
Since at thermodynamic equilibrium the vacancy chemical potential is 
zero, equation (3.5) gives the fractional vacancy concentration at 
thermal equilibrium. -
If these ideas are applied to a specific system like 
NaCl or KCl where the intrinsic defects are vacancies in the cationic 
sublattice, equation (3.1) for matter flux is given by,
3^ = - V  " W u  ..........   (3.6)
where is the flux of cations in X direction
^  = -(V/U^^T *.............    (3.7)
and X^ = -    (3.8)
Hie Onsager reciprocal relation gives that
^1U = ^ U 1       (3-9)
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The thermodynamic heat of transport q for cations is defined by,
9 ■      (3.10)
SO putting,equation(3.10) in equation (3.6),
'^l == ^11 (^1 - ........ .......... ........  (3.11)
From equation (3.5),
/il = P q^(p ,T) + KT In(c^) .      (3.12)
Using equations (3.7) and (3.12),
= -(VyUjL>Y -V(/JLq^(P,T).+ KT In(c^))^
= . K T ( â l £ ^ V c p
VC,
= - KT---   (3.13)
^1
Now = - (V/i^).p
= _ ( ) V c ........        (3.14)
d c V
V
where c" is the equilibrium fractional concentration of vacancies. 
V
It can now be assumed that the vacancies are locally in thermal 
equilibrium, so that,
= M^( = 0
dU, dût,
( — —  ) 6 c = - ( z—= ) Ô T   ........    (3.15)V d i —
Substituting equation (3.15) in (3.14),
dyti
X^ = ( ) V T   ......   (3.16)
Now using equation (3.5) along with (3.16), X^ becomes,
= (( -3#^ ) + KT d#( 1" =v))7 T
For equilibrium, it can be written as.
d KT) din
\  ( d(l/ KT) * d(l/ KT)-' T
= - ( hov + ' d(l/ KT)) ¥  = -   (3-17)
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dC/i^^/KT)
Where = h is the enthalpy of formation of a vacancy
d ^ 1/ KT) ov
in the pure solvent 
dine
and (h + -r.'■ ) = h . is the effective enthalpy of formation
ov d^l/KT) fv '
of a vacancy.
Now substituting equations (3.13) and (3.17) in (3.11),
= hl^~ - hfv - 9*  . (3.18)
. T
TC T 11 ■ •
Since so
= -  D^N V c^ - D^NCj^(q + h^^)    (3.19)
For alkali halide single crystals having diffusion by vacancy mechanism 
in cationic sublattice, the equation (3.19) can be written as,
J = - D V C  + D C Q*    (3.20)
V v'' V V V ^ j^ ^2
where C is the vacancy concentration
V
* *
and Q (= q + b^^) is the cationic heat of transport.
The conductivity in an alkali halide crystal is due 
to vacancy flux which is given quantitatively by equation(3.20). Any 
variation of conductivity due to application of thermal and electric 
field forces will ultimately depend on the variation of this vacancy 
flux and this in turn will depend on variation of vacancy concentration. 
But whether this variation of equilibrium vacancy concentrations from 
one lattice plane to another at a thermal gradient is the only mechanism 
for conductivity change or whether non-equilibrium concentrations 
have contributions to make, is a matter which will be considered in 
the next section.
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3o2o Resistance in a temperature gradient.
( Local equilibrium condition)
The assumption of local thermodynamic equilibrium 
in the defect concentration can be tested experimentally by measuring 
the electrical resistance of an alkali halide crystal in a temperature ' 
gradient. If equilibrium holds, the a.c. conductance should be 
derivable simply by integration of known isothermal values of conductivity 
from one side of the specimen to the other. Any deviations from this 
estimate is presumably due to corresponding deviation of the defect 
concentration from its equilibrium value.
The total resistance of a crystal of width 2m can 
be found by integration of the reciprocal of isothermal conductivity.
^  = [ - 5 1 ^ .............. ..................................................
-m
Substituting the value of isothermal conductivity from eqn(Z.9 ) ,
R =
-m U
A
A T(x) exp( -^ Y(x)  ^ ^    (3.22)
-m
Let the specimen be subjected to a temperature gradient which is assumed
to be uniform over the crystal width. Let the central temperature be
T(0) and the face temperatures be T(m) and T(-m). The temperature
gradient is. then given by,
a = T(m) - T(-m) ........................  (3.23)
1 2m
The temperature T(x) can be written as,
T(x) = T(0) + a^x ............    (3.24)
Substituting equation (3.24) in equation (3.22),
E
( T(0)+a x)exp( --------    ) dx
KT(0)(1+a^x/ T(0))
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_ BT(0) 
A
rm
expC - T(o)))dx A
m
xexpC
a^x
KT(0)^ T(0)
'D
(1- ))dx
Cm -m
- ?  :XP( K T ^ ) > £
+ —  CXP( KT(0)) ^ :=P( - — Z2  )
'-m
KT (0)
D
Let P = — ^ ---- , then
KT (0)
_ BT(0) 
^ “ A
Ed .
exp( ) I exp( - px) dx
-m
—  exp( I X exp(-px) dx
-   exp( ;^p7 ,^\) ( — ~  exp( - px))_KT(0) 
E.
m
+ exp( ^ “ "V cxp(- px) - ~  exp( - px))"
m
p m
Now if the temperature gradient is small enough to make p «  1, then 
R = BTÇ01 2xp( 2. (1 + ELJÉ )
+ exp(
= R(0) ( 1 +
KT(0)
l i L ,
R(T) - R(0) _ m^P ^  _ m^ Ep^ Qi
R(0) ÔK^T^CO)
AR At
R(o;
(  •'
D
24  ^ KT(0) ^ T(0)
where AT is the total temperature difference.
(3.25)
This equation relates the resistance change, AR 
due to the imposition of a temperature difference A T  across the 
crystal to its isothermal resistance R(0) and the activation energy 
for diffusion, Ed » The equation is correct only if the defect concen-
-tration in each isothermal plane of the specimen is equal to the
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equilibrium value appropriate to its temperature.
It has been found that there is a definite but 
small difference between experimental observations of AR^ -j. and 
evaluations of AR^g^ based on the use of equation (3.25). This is 
shown in figure (5.3) for potassium chloride crystal. This goes to 
prove that the assumption of local thermodynamic equilibrium is not 
rigorously true. Thus a model is required which may explain physical 
phenomena occurring in a material under non-equilibrium conditions.
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3.3 Resistance in a temperature gradient.
( Non-equilibrium condition)
In a material at equilibrium, vacancies are produced 
and annihilated at a rate such that there is no net change of vacancy 
concentration. Now if a uniform driving force is maintained across the 
material, there would be sustained deviation of the vacancy concentration 
from its equilibrium value. On the other hand an alternating driving 
force will cause the equilibrium vacancy concentration to move to a 
new value with a relaxation time given by the life time of the vacancies.
At equilibrium the production and loss rates for. 
vacancies are equal and hence
C,
P = L = — —
where C^is the equilibrium vacancy concentration
and T is the vacancy lifetime.
It will be assumed that this production rate is
maintained even when conditions are not those of equilibrium, but that
Cthe loss rate changes to L = — :p- where C is the instantaneous and
generally non-equilibrium value of the vacancy concentration.
At non-equilibrium condition, the vacancy concentration
varies both with position and time. The variation with position can
V Tarise through the variation of the thermodynamic force, — which
causes a non-zero divergence of the vacancy flow, J^, In such conditions 
. . Cthe loss rate is given by —  + div J^. Since the production rate is 
still — ~  5 this gives rise to a change in the vacancy concentration 
described by,
^  = p _ L = _ div
— — - 9 — div. J (3.2G)
T V
where q (= C-C^) is the excess vacancy concentration.
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The above equation is in fact a modification of Pick's 
second law to. include effects due to vacancy sources and sinks in 
non-equilibrium conditions. The expression for as given in equation 
(3.20) can be extended to include effect of electric driving force.
This is given by,
. __ Z eEC D
4 -  V v  ^  ......
where J is the flow of cationic vacancies crossing unit area in
V
unit time in the direction of thermal and electric forces,
Z^e is the charge carried by a cationic vacancy,
E is the applied electric field intensity,
*
is the cationic heat of transport, 
is the vacancy concentration, 
and D is self-diffusion coefficient for vacancies.
V
For one dimension, the above equation can be written as.
So the divergence of the vacancy flux, J is given by,
Z eEC D
+ ) ......  (3-28)
The first term on the right hand side can be written as,
............
Here it has been assumed that the temperature is a linear function of
d^T
distance when thermal gradient is imposed and so —r—• = 0 .
d X '
The second term becomes,
d_ ( V y l  dT ~  fP. ( dT)2  ........  (3.30)
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Similarly the third term of equation (3,28) is,
f c  ( ...........................
So substituting equations (3,29),(3,30),(3,31) in (3,28), it becomes,
So equation (3,26) becomes,
i  = -  I  -  i : 4 «  %  -  <3.33)
Now a solution of the above equation is required giving q as an
explicit function of time which can then be used to evaluate the excess
resistance due to application of thermal and electric fields. Such a
solution can only be found for specific values of driving fields E and
gradT, In the present work the conditions set were a fixed value for the
dTtemperature gradient, —  and a sinusoidal variation of the applied 
electric field, E = E^ Sinwt »
So equation (3,33) becomes,
B  = - T - 7 7  «  QÎ - * V ^ D ^ o3 - ‘P « B >  • "  ' “ (3.34)
A steady state solution is attained when q becomes independent of 
t i.e. ~  = 0, This is possible, when the applied electric field is 
zero, so
‘ï = -Ç^(<-r^ B' = <ÎAT  .....   (3-35)
Here q. is the excess vacancy concentration in the steady state due 
ÛT
only to thermal gradient. So equation (3,34) is,
B =  "( ^  ) - “7 2 7 ---■ ( B ^ V ^ ' ^ *  ..............  (3.36)
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Using the substitutions,
, g  — q  q  o « o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o * o « o o o e  ^ 3 o 3 7 )
• AT 
Z^eE^N D
a n d  P  — .  ( —  ^ E  o o o o e o o o e o o o o o o o o o o o *  C ^
 ^ ^3 > dx  ^ 0
The equation (3,36) takes the form,
^  — p Sinwt ooooooo*««ooooo»o®ooooooooo (3o39)
The solution of this equation is given by,
• g(0)( ^  +Ch -cop) exp( - ^) +WpCosUt - ":p Sincjt
g(t) = ------^ ---- ----------------1-----------  1----  ..(3.40)
where g(0) is the value of g(t) at t = 0 
For the present work the condition of interest is a sustained 
application of the sinusoidal driving field for periods well in excess
of the vacancy lifetime T « The transient term may therefore be neglected
and hence
p
. w  pCosWt - ~  Sin(Ot
g(t) — ' I — —' ■ ' ■' ' eeo.eeeeoeeoeeeaeee** (3o 41 )
ij+
Now substituting the expression for g(t) from equation (3.41) and 
from eqn (3.38), the -expression for q(t) becomes,
N D E T Z eTE ’
q C t )  r— 2 Ô ( - SinCùt +wTCoswt)-
K T^ dx (1+^2 ^ 2^
* f dT 
( Ql - ^  )( g )  '""(3.42)
— — Thls—eqnatfoji__o£_J:he_excess vacancy concentration as a function of
time is the basis of the present work. This demonstrates the possibility 
of deriving a value for the heat of transport by comparing the material 
flow in a. tempe rature gradient with the flow in combined electric and 
thermal fields. Within the main parenthesis, the two terms in the 
bracket show that the applied electric field will, produce components
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in the vacancy concentration which are respectively in-phase and
out of phase with the driving field. If the relative magnitudes of the
in-phase and quadrature components could be measured at a particular
frequency, it would then be possible to estimate the vacancy lifetime,
dT ■Knowing and the temperature gradient, 7 — it should then be possible
* &
to derive a value for ( ^ ,
It should be noted that q(t) in the above equation is not 
directly accessible to experiment. Actual measurements are related to 
the a,c, resistance of the specimen which is the only available 
measurable quantity. To put the equation in a form which can be used, 
it is noted that the conductivity is proportional to vacancy 
concentration and mobility and so,
E
o = a'c p = + q(t)) exp(- ^  )
= C^( 1 + ) exp ( - ^  )
where C is the equilibrium vacancy concentration given 
by N exp ( - 
[I is the mobility 
and are constants of proportionality,
a = a exp( - ~ )  ( 1 +    (3,43)
G
This expression can be used to find out total resistance R by 
integrating over the thickness 2m of the crystal,
^   _
a A 
-m
r'ft\
dx
R =
J
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Fn  ^ o~4 Ef dx
a A exp(- ^  • K T NexpC-
-m
Z eTE» * E^ jq,
(— ------  ( -SincJt+CûXCosc«j1) -(Q^- °* (3,44)
1+Cü^T^
In this equation, the integration of the first term in the main 
parenthesis gives the isothermal resistance. The integration of the 
second term gives a change in resistance due to a.c, electric field in 
presence of thermal field. The integration of the third term offers a 
change in resistance due only to thermal driving, force. Thus the
change in resistance due to thermal field is,
......
The change in resistance as evidenced in the quadrature component is,
, NDE_t c^ o Z eTE»Cos w t
= __i2--- g—  (_ V---- 5---- ) (3.46)I oAexpC- —  ) k3t'*(1+<x>^t3)n exp(- jIj-)
-Tn
Taking equation (3,45),
r  Dq-CE expC- ^)CQ* - -#)( 21)3..... ......
ARat =    : dx  (3.47)
J
Let T = T(0) + a ^ x  .....    (3.48)
whence a     (3.49)
where T(m) is the temperature in Kelvin at face A of the crystal
and 2m is the thickness of the crystal.
^  2  ^ ^f
X E i)Dq (Qjl“ —  )Qjl exp( 2KT(0)(1+G1 x/T(0)^ dx
AR
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r )  4
■ ûA
.nm
exp(
T^CO) 2KT^(0)
T(0)
J,■m
2 ) ®^^^2KT(0)^
a A K
4
T (0)
,m
exp(-  --- 'dx -
2KT^(0)
m
'•m
exp(-
Ef QiX 4 ü.x 
2KT^(0)
 ^ T(0) '
-Tna-
* 2 
TEpDoCQl - 2~) °1
aAK^T^^CO)
exp(
9. 2 2
; E» a m
^ )(2m(l+ -
2KT(0) 24 k V ( 0 )
^ o  ■ ' 2 2 2
^ 2m^( 1+   ))
T(0) 24K^t "^ (0)
SRC0).If2^Ç!L^(Q*- ^ ).a3 (1. )
K r  (0) 24K T (0)
^ A T  Dq expC-
E 2 * E-r
KT(0)  ^ (^1 - 2"")
R(0) T^(0)
• e o e . e a e . o  (3,50)
Similarly taking equation (3,46),
m
^ ^ ,A T  _ WT^ ^0 Dp exP(- ETCO))^ ]AT| .................   (3 .5 1 )
R(0) 1+co^T^ T^ ro'i ^ LK  (0)
Using equations (3.50) and (3,51),
AR
2 2
AT
(Ql - )(1+C0 T ) | A T |
^ ^ , A T  CO ■’T ^ 0
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.Q* = - f f é l ------ y-Xü?T.(0)....        (3 2)
(1 V )  lATi
The above equation thus offers an expression for the heat of transport
for cations in terms of quantities which can be measured. This equation
*
will be used for the calculation of Q in chapter 5. The techniques for 
the measurement of and AR^ will be described in next chapter.
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3.4. Thermoelectric power.
When an ionic solid is placed between two metallic 
electrodes at different temperatures, a thermoelectric potential 
difference develops. The difference of temperatures produces a thermal 
driving force which causes cations and anions to migrate across the 
specimen at rates dependent on their mobilities. In the absence of an 
external circuit between the electrodes, no current flow can be 
sustained and consequently a potential difference develops across the 
material as migration takes place. This potential acts in opposition 
to the drifting motion reaching a steady state level at which there is 
zero net flow of cations and anions(39). This diffusion potential 
is called the homogeneous potential difference and its magnitude per 
unit temperature difference is called the homogeneous thermoelectric
t +AT
M X
HL
Figure 3.1. Measurement of total thermoelectric potential in an ionic solid
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power. This thermoelectric power is a quantity which is not directly 
.accessible to measurement since any electrodes attached to the specimen 
to measure it will themselves generate potential differences. So 
experimentally total thermoelectric potential between the leads attached 
to the electrodes is measured. Tliis is shown in figure (3.1). The 
total potential difference, (V^ - V^) measured at zero current flow 
is composed of three parts(5) ;
(i) homogeneous thermoelectric potential, (V^ - V^) generated due 
to thermomigration of charged species in the ionic solid,
(ii) heterogeneous thermoelectric potential,((V^ - V^) - (Vp - V^)) 
which is due to variation with temperature of contact potential 
differences at the crystal-electrode interfaces,
(iii) homogeneous potential differences in the metal leads,
-V g ) - -  Vp)).
The third component is very small in comparison 
with the first two and hence it can be neglected. The total thermopower 
is thus,
6 = .......... (3.53)
A T  a t
■ ®honi " ®het ...... ................. .
The sign convention used here is that the potential 
of the hot electrode is taken as positive relative to that of the 
cold electrode.
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3o4olo Homogeneous thermoelectric power.
A theory of homogeneous thermoelectric power for ionic
crystals was developed by Holtan et al(33) using the formalism of the
thermodynamics of irreversible processes. They took as their starting
point the expression for rate of entropy production per unit volume
in a continuous medium.
n
Ta - Z + J '.X .......o. .0 (3.55)
K=l K 1C u u
where J_. and J are matter flux and reduced heatK u
flux respectively,
X^ and X^ are the corresponding thermodynamic forces.
For uni-univalent ionic solid MX, their equation for homogeneous 
thermoelectric power is,
8 horn - ■ ~e ^ ••••“ ' C3.56)
where e is the charge of the proton
and^ are chemical potentials for cations and 
anions respectively 
t and t - are transport numbers for cations and anions 
Q is the cationic heat of transport.
They assume that the condition of electroneutrality (n^=n ) implies that
the gradients of chemical potentials for both cations and anions are
zero and hence it becomes
0 — — ■ Q ■ . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . e o e e e e . e . a . e . . . . .  (3.57)
horn eT
The serious objection to this derivation is that only the material 
constituents of the solid were considered,the defect concentrations 
were altogether neglected. For this reason the final expression, though 
usefully•simple, at best offers a rough estimate of homogeneous 
thermoelectric power. •
Allnatt and Jacobs(5) formulated an expression for
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,
homogeneous thermoelectric power again using irreversible thermodynamics 
but with vacancies treated as a seperate thermodynamic species. Their
equation for the rate of entropy production is modified to take account
of the defect structure of the ionic solid and new expressions for 
the chemical potentials being substituted in that equation. The final 
expression is given by,
8 horn ' + I ) t+ - (-Q* + & Ef ) t_)/ ......  (3'SS)
•k * reduced .
where and Q areaheats of transport for cations and anions 
t^ and t are cations and anions transport numbers
is the energy of formation of a Schottky defect pair.
In a later paper Allnatt and Jacobs(4) question the 
validity of the argument based on irreversible thermodynamics which 
leads to the conclusion that the heats of transport for cations and 
anions will add to zero. The heat df transport is in fact kinetically 
related to jump frequencies and heiice the above conclusion implies that 
the motions of cations and anions in an ionic solid are correlated. As 
any mathematical deduction of homogeneous thermoelectric power from 
irreversible thermodynamics is based on Onsager’s reciprocal relation 
i.e. , so any wrong conclusion leads to doubt about the
validity of this relation.
Howard and Lidiard(40), on the other hand, developed 
a theory for the homogeneous thermoelectric power from kinetic 
arguments. The argument is based on the following assumptions :
(i) the impurities and defects are electrically charged species 
migrating in an electrically neutral medium, (ii) the interactions 
between defects are negligible, (iii) the defects are in local 
thermodynamic equilibrium and (iV) the current densities of defects 
are independent of each other. On applying the condition of zero current, 
the expression for homogeneous thermoelectric power in an alkali halide
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material is, 
t q. KT VC.
Û =  —  { —  +  .. II I. . I. ..
^hom e T V T ) - i r (  IF +
KTVCg^ q* KTVC,
Co V T  T /  Co V T
.) "(3.59
where subscripts 1,2 and 3 denote cation vacancies, anion vacancies 
and impurity cations
C is the concentration of species r
r '. - ' ' i  ■
t is the transport number of r I
:  ■ ;  
q is heat of transport of species r j
and e is charge of a proton
For a pure crystal,
Cl = Cg,
VC, v a
and
S  = 0w
2,KT^
So equation (3.59) becomes,
hom &  ( t i ( 4 i  + ) * 2 ^ 4  + &  ) )  • • •
(3.60)
It should be noted that the equations (3.54) and (3.60) are virtually
•k *
same if only the following substitutions are made; Q = - q^  and
* * . .
Q = - q . The justification for this substitution is that ions and
their vacancies move in opposite directions and hence the heat of 
transport of an ion will be equal and opposite to that of a vacancy.
Shimoji and Hoshino(71 ) discuss the homogeneous 
thermoelectric power from the point of view of non: equilubrium 
statistical mechanics. Their final equation is,
e hom
*
e ^ T
t Q
e T
(3 .61 )
where + indicates cations 
and - indicates anions.
In a recent paper Jacobs and Knight(44) described a
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technique of studying thermoelectric power in ionic solid using what 
are called ’reversible electrodes*. They measured 0 for KCl in a 
PtICjH^+HClJKCl| H^+HCljCl Pt cell. This is in fact a measurement of 
thermoelectric power of KCl with Pt, electrodes in a controlled 
atmosphere of (H^ + HCl ) gas when the specimen surfaces are rubbed 
with graphite. The reversibility of the chlorine ion in the electrode 
reaction is shown as,
Cl"(S) + jH^Cg) ^  HCl(g) + e(Pt)
where Cl (S) denotes chlorine ion in the surface of KCl. 
However they admit that it is very difficult to maintain a constant 
pressure of HCl gas over the period of an experiment and thus much of 
their accuracy is lost.
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3.4.2, Heterogeneous thermoelectric Power.
Heterogeneous thermoelectric power arises from the 
temperature dependence of contact potentials between metal electrodes 
and the ionic solid. The electrodes used to measure thermoelectric 
potential across the ionic material may have ions which are present 
also in the material or may have entirely different kinds of ions.
For this reason two parallel streams of theories have been developed 
to describe heterogeneous thermoelectric power. ;
Howard and Lidiard(40) derived an expression for 
heterogeneous thermoelectric power from kinetic approach for the case 
when a common ionic species is present in the salt and its contacting 
electrodes. They equated the electrochemical potential, â  (=/l+ Ze^, 
where JU is chemical potential and ^  is electrical potential) of an 
ion in salt MX to the electrochemical potential /DC of M^ in metal 
M to find the contact potential. The heterogeneous thermoelectric power 
is then easily found by dividing the difference of contact potentials 
at (T+AT) and T by the temperature difference, AT. For present purposes 
it must be noted that in this project Platinum electrodes were used to 
measure thermoelectric potentials in NaCl and KCl. Thus in this case no 
ion was common to both the salt and the electrodes and so the formulation 
of Howard and Lidiard is of little relevance here.
Allnatt and Jacobs( 5) derived an expression for the 
heterogeneous thermoelectric power of an alkali halide crystal, MX in
t
contact with metal electrodes, M containing no cation in common with 
the salt. They assumed that equilibrium is established at interfaces 
between the electrons in the salt and in the metal, as these are the 
only species common to two phases. On equating electrochemical 
potentials, they obtained,
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e ) = e<J> = -yUg
=(<)>( T +AT)- <t>(T)) / A t
®het = - < “  - < ) / =  ;•••••••••••••••” •......... C3.6^)
where s is the partial entropy
and e is the electronic charge.
In this treatment it was shown that the concentration of electrons in 
the conduction band of the salt due to thermal excitation from the 
valence band is exceedingly small as the forbidden gap of an alkali 
halide crystal like KCl is 9.4 eV. It was suggested therefore that the 
dominant source of electrons arose from non-stoichiometry of the crystal 
These electrons are trapped at anion vacancies most of the time forming 
F-centres and the majority of electrons in the conduction band are 
excited from these trapped sites. The expression for heterogeneous 
power obtained by them is,
: K e t  = - &  Zf)/ T + k 1" "B > C3.63)
' where is the change in enthalpy on taking an electron from
an F-centre to the conduction band
is enthalpy of formation of a Schottky defect pair
rig is the number of electrons per unit volume in the
conduction band
k is the Boltzmann constant.
3 Ç
Now ng = ^ ^   ^ ^ exp( - j ^ )      (3.64)
h
where n^ is the number per unit volume of electrons residing
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in F- centres 
and n is the anionic concentration.
In the derivation of equation (3.63), Allnatt and Jacobs 
assumed the existence of uniformly distributed excess anionic vacancies 
to trap electrons in the bulk of the material, but presented no 
physical basis for the assumption. Kroger(54) argues that if Allnatt 
and Jacobs' assumption were true, then this uniform distribution of 
F- centres throughout, the volume would demonstrate its effect in the 
homogeneous thermoelectric power. However Jacobs and Maycock(45) in a 
subsequent publication argue that equilibrium is established not 
between conduction electrons and F-centr.es but between conduction 
electrons and surface charges in the alkali halide crystals. But again 
they fail to produce reasons for the existence and origin of the 
surface charges.
Shimoji and Hoshino(7l) also assumed that an 
equilibrium is established between metallic electrons and electrons 
in the salt as there are no other species common to them. But the basis 
of their argument is the existence of charge on the surface of the 
salt and a prevalence of space charge of opposite, sign adjacent to the 
surface. Their final equation for heterogeneous thermoelectric power 
is very much similar to that of Allnatt and Jacobs(5).
CHAPTER 4
DESIGN OF EQUIPMENT
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4.1o The structure of the vacuum chamber.
Thermomigration takes place only in materials 
subjected to a gradient of temperature. One way of producing this 
condition was to construct two small and identical furnaces so that 
each one of them could maintain a desired temperature irrespective 
of the condition of the other. Since alkali halide crystals readily
absorb moisture, it was necessary to perform the experiment in a dry
atmosphere. This was done by designing a chamber large enough to enclose 
two furnaces which could then be evacuated and kept dry. The crystal 
in its mount was placed between the furnaces which is shown in figure(4.1) 
A circular base plate of stainless steel having a 
diameter of 33 cm and a thickness of 2.3 cm was used. One 1 cm diameter 
hole and seven 3 cm diameter holes were drilled in the base plate. Two 
stainless steel tubes, one of 12 cm long and 1 cm outer diameter and the 
other of 24 cm long and 3 cm outer diameter were pushed through the holes 
and welded to the base plate. The 12 cm long tube which protruded 
downwards was connected to a T junction, so that one end could be 
connected to a gas inlet system and the other end to a bourdon gauge.
The 24 cm long tube protruding upwards from the base plate was used 
for water cooling the system. The other six holes were used for 
connections to the vacuum system, to a Pirani gauge and for electrical 
lead-throughs. The furnaces were then mounted on rails. Two tungsten 
springs attached to two furnaces could be clamped at convenient positions 
in the rail so that the furnace heads could exert light pressures 
to the electrodes of the crystal. This pressure helped to embed the
electrodes firmly into the crystal when baked at 950K. A semicircular
stainless steel sheet was placed above the furnaces as a radiation
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■ Specimen 
Signal lead
Thermocouple
Fu rn ace
 Thermocouple
for furnace control
Tungsten 
Spring 
Base Plate
W ate r
Out le t
Water
In le t
F igure 4-1. The position of the specimen between the 
furnaces in the bell - j a r
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Plate 4.1. The structure of the vacuum chamber.
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. *
shield. A photograph of the vacuum chamber is shown in plate (4.1)
■
The chamber was sealed by a 32 cm diameter bell jar.
4.2. Crystal preparation and mounting.
The crystals used in this work were grown and purified 
by Harshaw Chemical Company. According to their specification the total 
impurity content was less than 10 p.p.m. The specimens were microtomed 
to rectangular parallelepipeds of 1 cm X 1 cm X .35 cm by the 
manufacturer and were delivered packed in vacuum sealed polythene bags 
for protection against moisture.
To mount the specimen it proved necessary to develop 
a form of crystal package which would maintain the positions of the 
electrodes, the thermocouples for the measurement of face temperatures 
and the signal injecting leads. This package took the form of two 
stainless steel plates, one for each electrode. Figure (4.2) shows 
one of these plates. A slot of 2 cm X 2 cm was cut at the centre of 
each plate for placing electrode. A thin Pt. foil of 1 cm X 1 cm was 
used as an electrode. A pair of Pt.- Pt. 13/ Rh. thermocouple wire 
as well as a single Pt. wire, all of .01 cm diameter, were spot welded 
using an Emihus Spot Welder, model VTW - 30C - MC to the electrode. A 
thin mica sheet was pushed between the wires and the Pt. electrode to 
ensure that a single contact was made at the point of welding. The 
wires were led out through ceramic tubes which fitted into the radial 
grooves of a stainless steel block. After preparing the two sides of the 
package, the crystal was positioned in the middle of the square hole. A 
silica glass encircling the specimen prevented microcrystals formed at
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high temperatures from shorting the signal to the metallic mount. Two 
thin mica sheets, one on each plate, screwed by 10 BA screws held the 
whole assembly in place and at the same time isolated the furnace, faces
Figure 4.2. One of the plates of the crystal package.
electrically from the electrodes. The completed package was placed on 
the rails between the furnaces. The furnaces were then brought forward 
and clamped by tungsten springs so that the package sat tightly in place. 
Great care was taken to ensure that the furnace faces, the electrodes 
and the crystal faces were all accurately parallel. The thermocouple 
wires and signal leads were then connected to respective leads.
4.3. Furnace design,
The basic requirements on the furnaces used in this 
experiment were that they should maintain a uniform temperature across 
their faces over a wide range of experimental temperature. They should 
also be capable of attaining temperatures in the range of lOOOK. These
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requirements were met by designing a furnace as shown in plate (4.2).
The cylindrical copper core of diameter 3cm and length 5cm helped to - 
maintain a uniform temperature at its face when heated by nicrome heating 
wire, type SWG 22, wound over a refrasil layer. The total resistance of 
the furnace that could be made without risking any cross path for current 
was about 12 ohms. A concentric hole was drilled in the copper core to 
accommodate a temperature controlling thermocouple close to the furnace
Plate 4.2. The furnace core.
head. Finally the outer stainless steel case was welded to the body 
of the furnace so that any out-gassing at high temperatures could not 
contaminate the vacuum system. The highest temperature which could 
reliably be attained with this furnace was about lOOOK. Most of the 
attempts to raise temperatures beyond this range were unsuccessful as 
one or the other furnaces were burned. This was the compelling reason 
for limiting investigations to about 980K. The furnace body was 
carefully earthed before the start of the experiment in order to 
prevent magnetic field interfering with the signal in the specimen.
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4.4. The vacuum system,
To avoid oil contamination in the vacuum system, two 
sorption pumps of type A.R.E.L., SP 600 were used. Each of the pumps 
contained about 600 gms of molecular sieve and produced a vacuum of 
about 10~^ torr in 30 minutes when cooled by liquid nitrogen. The 
pressure was monitored bu an Edwards Pirani Gauge, model 9A. After 
attaining a pressure of 10 ^ torr, the system was flushed with a high 
purity argon gas and brought to a pressure of about 250 torr. The entire 
vacuum system is shown in figure (4.3).
4.5. Temperature Controlling Circuit.
The temperature of each furnace was controlled by a 
three term WHME Centinel Temperature Controller designed to operate 
with a Pt.-Pt. 13/ Rh. thermocouple. The proportional band, the integration 
and differentiation times of the controllers were carefully matched 
to the furnaces so that the temperature could be held constant to 
about +0.1 Kover an hour. The temperature controlling circuit is shown 
in figure (4.4). The supplementary circuit using a rheostat, a rectifier 
and a 24V relay was used to protect the furnace from accidental burning.
During the experiments it was necessary to produce a 
series of temperature differences between the specimen faces while 
holding the mean temperature of the faces precisely constant. This was 
done by a modification of the controllers which allowed them to accept 
external voltages to cause a change in the set points. With this
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modification the specimen-faces could be set at a precise temperature 
with zero injection voltage and then equal and opposite injection 
voltages could be used to produce surface temperatures which deviated 
from the initial isothermal condition by equal and opposite amounts. 
Since the specimen resistance changed quite rapidly with mean 
temperatures, this modification was necessary in obtaining precise 
temperature settings required by the experiment.
4.6, Measurement of thermoelctric potentials.
Before commencing measurements of ionic resistance, 
the thermoelectric potential difference between the faces of the specimen 
(Vg - Vp) under each temperature gradient was measured. For this the 
specimen was connected to a Keithley Microvolt . Ammeter , type 150B whose 
input impedence was greater than 10^^ ohms. Thus the current flow 
through the specimen was held to less than 10 10^^ = 10 amp for
a thermoelectric potential of ImV. The effect of this small current on 
the measured potential was disregarded in comparison with other 
uncertainties inherent to this type of measurement. The face temperatures 
as well as the thermoelectric potentials were read by a Solartron 
data logger, printed by IBM typewriter and paper taped by Addo paper 
tape punch. Thus knowing the thermoelectric potential difference and 
the temperature gradient,: the total thermoelectric power, 0 could 
be evaluated.
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4.7. Electric Signal Processor.
The requirement of this experiment was the ability to 
measure a.c. resistance of a specimen in the presence of thermal and - 
electric driving fields. For this purpose an electric signal processor 
was made which supplied a summed output of two signals e.g. a high 
frequency low amplitude signal for the measurement of ionic resistance 
and a low frequency high amplitude signal for the detection of electro- 
-migration effect. The high frequency measuring signal was generated 
by a Parnell Instrument Sine/Square Oscillator, type LMF 2 whereas low 
frequency drive signal was taken from a Feedback Test Wave Generator, 
type TWO 300. An additional requirement of this signal processor, set 
by the subsequent detection system, was that its output should be 
fully floating. This was done by using a miniature mains transformer. 
The circuit diagram of this signal processor is shown in figure (4.5).
\/lOK(Voltage offset 
r^Vj null circuit)
r r %
SIN/SQ.
OSCILLATOR
LMF2
lOK
’41
— —
lOOjf
—
2.2K
-15V
2.2K
ISOLATED
SUMMED
SIGNALTEST WAVE. 
GENERATOR 
TWG 300
> lOK
Figure 4.5. Electric signal processor
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The choice of frequency for the measuring signal
was dictated by the consideration that the measurement should be free
from effects such as dielectric polarization and interface phenomena.
Following the discussion on Section (2.4) a 5KHz signal frequency was .
chosen to estimate a.c. resistance of the specimen. The drive frequency
was chosen after considering the effect of frequency change from about
15 Hz to 1000 Hz on the specimen resistance which is shown in figure (5.4)
It became evident that reliable and relatively noise free measurements
could be done at 40 Hz drive signal. The amplitude of 40 Hz signal was
chosen such that electric field causing migration became comparable
with the thermal drive fie3,d. A temperature difference of lOK would
give a thermal force of Q 2 eVm , if Q is assumed to be O.SeV
and hence the electric field strength should be about 2 eVm . This
was done by an electric drive signal of 4 mV across the specimen which
was equivalent to a field strength of 1.14 eVm The amplitude of
the measuring signal of 5 KHz was kept at a level of about ~  th of
-1
that of drive signal i.e. 0.057 Vm .
4.-8. Measurement of specimen resistance.
The principal measurement problem in the present work 
was that of detecting the small changes of a.c. resistance produced in 
the specimen by thermomigration or electromigration while under the 
requirement to use small bridge input voltage so that it makes no 
significant perturbation of the vacancy concentration. The measuring
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field strength was set to 0.06 Vm  ^ = 0.2 mV across the specimen and 
so a measurement of 10/ precision in a 1/ resistance change demanded a 
0.2 V sensitivity in the bridge detection circuit.
Phase sensitive detection readily provided a technique 
of adequate sensitivity for the thermomigration experiments. A 
suitable combination of amplifier gain and time constant brought the 
detection sensitivity well below the required 200 nV. For the electro- 
-migration work, phase sensitive detection also provided the answer but 
in this case a system of measurement using phase sensitive detectors on 
two frequencies had to be developed. Plate (4.3) is a photograph of 
equipments used in this work.
e
*
Plate 4.3. Experimental set-up for the detection system,
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Tne signal processor output was fed to a bridge
through two .22 coupling capacitors. The block diagram of the
detection,system is shown in figure (4.6). The resistance of the specimen 
was balanced by the standard resistor keeping other two arms symmetrical. 
The capacitors of 5600 pF were used to block d.c. path since the specimen 
would act as a voltage source under thermal gradients. The Brookdeal's 
Lock-in-amplifier, type 9501, was used to detect bridge imbalance with
reference to -5KHz signal.
At the start of the experimentthe Lock-in-amplifier 
( l i a ) was connected across the specimen. Using the phase shifters, the
reference signal was shifted so as to align its phase exactly with the 
input signal to the LIA. This alignment was done using in-phase and 
quadrature component read out facility of the LIA. When they were in 
phase, the in-phase component would be maximum and the quadrature 
component would be zero. The LIA was then connected to the bridge to 
receive a signal v^ while keeping the conditions of the phase shifters 
unaltered.
A phase sensitive detector, marked PSD C in the
diagram, was connected across the specimen through a system amplifier.
The reference signal to PSD C was the same as that of the LIA. The total
gain in the PSD C channel was 10^. The amplitude of the 5KHz signal
was varied so that the PSD C output, read by the data logger was
exactly .2V. In this condition the voltage drop across the specimen was 
3
0.2V —  10 = 0.2 mV r.m.s.
For the detection of the effect of thermal gradient on 
resistance, the LIA output, v^ was connected to a Print-out integrating 
millivoltmeter, model TS lOOA, in association with a digital timer, type 
DTÜ 1, in order to increase the integration time beyond the limit of 
10 sec.offered by LIA. This increased integration time helped to smooth
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out the transient variations in v . The LIA was set to a maximum
o
5
sensitivity of lOytiV signifying a gain of 10 . Its time constant was
set at 3sec. The integrating millivoltmeter had been offset by 0.5V
in the IV range so that it could have equal excursion in both directions
and the rate was set at 3/sec f.s. The digital timer was set to activate
the millivoltmeter every lOOsec. So for v = 0 , the millivoltmeter should
o
print 0.5X3X100 = 150 . Now to balance the bridge, the standard resistor 
.was varied until the millivoltmeter printed out 150. The specimen 
resistance in this isothermal condition was exactly equal to that of the 
standard resistor. This isothermal resistance as well as face temperatures 
of the specimen were noted. '
. At each isothermal measurement of the specimen, a 
calibration line for the integrating millivoltmeter was drawn. The 
calibration line was important in the sense that it showed directly 
any change in isothermal resistance, due to imposition of a
temperature gradient. Initially the specimen resistance was accurately 
determined at a fixed temperature. The specimen was then replaced by a 
standard reistor box and set to a value exactly equal to the isothermal 
value. By changing the values of this standard resistor, a set of print 
out values was obtained. These values were computerised and a gradient 
for the calibration line was obtained. The calibration line for the 
specific case when KCl crystal was at 835K could be drawn from the 
following values:
Mean temperature/K Resistance/JL Print out value
45986 150
835 / 46586 165
45386 135
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By injecting a small d.c. voltage to two controllers 
in reverse polarity, a temperature gradient was established. The gradient 
changed the equilibrium resistance of the specimen and this was detected 
by the millivoltmeter. By reading the millivoltmeter print out and 
using the computerised gradient of the calibration line, the resistance 
change for a given temperature gradient could be calculated.
For the measurement of the effects of combined electric
and thermal fields on specimen resistance ,AR-n .n, the drive signal was
set to a measured value and the integrating millivoltmeter was
disconnected. The drive reference signal was fed to a Brookdeal's
Reference Unit, model 9422, which had the facility of generating two
reference signalsgiven by and (4*+ 90) w h e r e w a s  the controlled
phase shift. The <jf> component was delivered to PSD C and PSD A whereas
(cf>+ 90), the quadrature component, was delivered to PSD B. The signal
V was delivered to PSD A and PSD B. The PSD C was still hooked across 
o
the specimen. The input signal and the refernce signal to PSD C were 
aligned by changing <p so that it could read the voltage drop across 
the specimen at 40Hz signal. The purpose was to look at the variation 
of specimen resistance due to simultaneous application of electric and 
thermal fields and this could only be done by keeping the time constant 
in the LIA considerably shorter than the period of the 40Hz signal so 
that subsequent detectors could detect any variation of v^. So the time 
constant was set to 1msec in the LIA and sensitivity to ImV so as to 
limit noise level. The outputs of PSD A, PSD B and PSD C denoted 
respectively by V^, Vg and were read by the Solartron data logger.
The significance of the in-phase component, 
and the quadrature component, Vg was very important. When the electric 
drive field was applied to the bridge, the resistance of the specimen
was perturbed. This perturbation in resistance was due to migration of
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(a) Bridge input
A
(b) Lock-in-amplifier input
A
(c) Lock-in-amp/ifier output, V()
Figure 4.*7. Detection of perturbation by the Lock-in-amplifier
vacancies in response to the driving force. The LIA was set to detect 
signals referenced to 5 KHz signal and so any variation of v^ due to 
the drive signal would also be present at v^. This is shown in 
figure (4.7). The change in Vq took the form of phase and amplitude
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variations which were then detected by the in-phase and quadrature
components of phase sensitive detectors. So V. and V_ gave an estimate
A B
of specimen resistance perturbation due to application of an electric 
driving field. This aspect of the electric field will be dealt with in 
section(5.1.3) when in-phase and quadrature components will be plotted 
at different thermal and electric field conditions.
CHAPTER 5
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
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5.1.1. Thermoelectric power in a potassium chloride crystal.
Measurements of thermoelectric potentials were made 
at each experimental setting before beginning experiment on electrical 
resistance. During the course of these measurements it was found that 
there existed a certain amount of potential difference between the faces 
of the crystal even in the absence of a temperature gradient. The 
existence of anomalous potentials had also been reported by Allnatt 
and Jacobs(4) for potassium chloride crystals. They pointed out that 
this potential could be eliminated almost entirely by annealing the 
specimen overnight at 950 K. Accordingly the specimen was annealed 
for about 12 hours at 950 K at the start of the experiment. It should 
be mentioned that even after annealing, this spurious potential 
reappeared when the experimental temperature was decreased substantially 
from the melting point. As an example, a potential difference of 29 mV 
was found at zero temperature gradient at a temperature of 600 K.
However maintaining this temperature of 600 K for about 12 hours, it 
became possible to reduce the potential to about 7.5 mV and after that 
it remained almost steady. So this anomalous potential imposed a lower 
limit on temperature at which thermoelectric power can reliably be made.
It had been the practice in this work to lower the 
temperature of the specimen from 950 K in steps of about 5 K to a 
desired temperature and maintain that temperature for about an hour 
in order to establish an equilibrium condition. After imposing a 
temperature difference between 5 K and 22 K across the specimen, the 
readings of thermoelectric potentials and face temperatures were 
taken only wheri it became certain that the potential difference was 
time independent. Initially, for each central temperature, thermo- 
-electric potentials were measured for six temperature differences.
But it was found that points formed a good straight line •
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which passed right through the origin. So subsequently only two 
temperature differences were taken and the mean thermoelectric power 
calculated. The sign convention used here was that the potential at 
the hot end was taken positive. Table (5.1) shows the dependence of 
thermoelectric power on temperature.
Table 5.1. Thermoelectric power of pure KCl with Pt. electrodes.
Central Temperature Potential Mean
temperature, difference. difference. thermoelectric
T/K AT/K AV/K power, 6 K/mV
806.5
-20.5 +19.02 —0.98+.05
+12.6 -13.05
825.0
-19.0 +19.38 -0.97+.04
+16.0 -14.89
847.0
.-17.0 +18.70 -1.08+.02
+18.5 -19.57
869.5
-18.5 +20.65 -l.lO+.Ol
+18.0 -19.57
892.5
^20.0 +23.48 -1.16+.02
+18.5 -21.13
917.0
—16.0 +18.11 -1.12+.01
+14.0 -15.50
""
939.0
-18.0 .+22.69 -1.25+.01
+20.0 —24.80
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Figure 5.1, Temperature dependence of thermoelectric power 
of pure potassium chloride.
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Figure 5.2. Temperature dependence of Te6 in potassium chloride.
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Thermoelectric power 0 mVK ^ is plotted in figure 
3
(5.1). as a function of 10./T K . A linear least squares fit of
3
g against, 10 /T gives the following equation,
3
e =(-( 2.75 + 0.28) + ( 1.14 + 0.19 ) x ~  ) (5.1)
— — i
It is apparent from this graph that there is a systematic variation 
of 0 with T in pure potassium chloride specimen. Jacobs and Knight(44) 
plotted Te0 against T in order to assess dependence of (X on T.
For purposes of comparison, the present data are also plotted in the 
form of Te0 eV against T K in figure(5.2). A linear least square 
fit in this plot gives,
Te0 = (1.44 + 0.24) - (28.0 + 2.8) x 10"^x T ' * ' (5.2)
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5olo2o Comparison of observed and evaluated variations of resistance 
under thermal gradient in potassium chloride specimen.
As shown in section(3.2), neglect of thermomigration
effects leads to the prediction that the resistance of a specimen with
surface temperatures differing by A T  will deviate from that of
isothermal specimen at the same mean temperature by an amount proportional 
2
to (AT) , the constant of proportionality being fixed by the activation 
energy for diffusion, the mean temperature and the isothermal resistance. 
Comparison of the values of (AR)^^ obtained from equation(3.25) with 
experimental observations then gives an indication of the extent to 
which matter had been transported due to biased motion of vacancies 
under the thermal gradient. This aspect of the problem was examined 
using a potassium chloride single crystal at a central temperature 
of 895 K .
It is evident from equation (3*25) that CAR)^^ can 
be evaluated if the activation energy for diffusion is known. The 
value of Eg can be obtained from Jacobs and Pantelis(46) evaluation 
of E^= 2,30 eV and E^= 0,68 eV. So Eg comes to 1.83 eV. The isothermal 
resistance of the specimen at 895 K was 45986 Q  . The variations 
of evaluated and observed (AR as a function of A T  are shown 
in figure (5.3).
This plot is very important in the context of the 
present work. It shows that the experimentally observed values of 
(AR) deviate more and more from the evaluated values of C A R ) ^ ^
as the temperature difference between the faces increases. In alkali 
halides the- charged carriers are vacancies and hence it is reasonable 
to assume that vacancy concentration is perturbed by the imposition 
of the temperature gradient. There is of course an underlying
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Figure 5.3. Comparison of observed and evaluated values of (AR)^^ 
with AT; Observed points - A , Evaluated points - O ,
assumption that the vacancy mobility is unperturbed by this non­
equilibrium situation. This variation of vacancy concentration is 
precisely the reason for the consideration of section(3.3) where 
non-equilibrium situation is explicitely considered.
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; 5olo3o Modulation of specimen resistance by the electric driving field.
As shown in section(4.8), the effect of an a.c. 
driving field on the specimen resistance can be described in terms 
of its modulation. This may be detected by phase sensitive detectors 
locked to in-phase and quadrature components of the driving signal.
The technique used to measure the change in resistance of a specimen 
due to the electric field in the presence of a thermal field will be 
described in the next section. This section is devoted to an estimation 
of the effect of the driving field frequency on specimen resistance.
To do this, a.c. driving fields in the range of 20 Hz 
to 850 Hz were used, their amplitudes being fixed at 4 raV across the
specimen. The changes in the outputs of the phase and quadrature
detectors then showed the extent to which specimen resistance was 
perturbed by the driving field. A plot showing the phase and quadrature 
outputs for two temperature gradients at the central temperature of 
895 K over the full range of frequencies is shown in figure(5.4).
The plot has two important features. First,there is
a strong dependence of detected outputs on frequency even when the 
temperatures gradient is zero. Second, there is the expected difference 
of the temperature gradient output from the isothermal .output.
Although presented for a single specimen at a fixed central temperature, 
the plot is characteristic of that found under all operating conditions.
No qualitative explanation has been found for the 
•zero gradient output. It does not appear to be instrumental, but 
neither should ,it arise from displacements of vacancy population of 
the type under present consideration, except of course when there is 
a non-zero temperature gradient. A likely source of the effect could
be the specimen—electrode interface but the theory of this phenomenon
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Figure 5.4. Frequency effect on detected outputs at 895 K 
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is not very well developed at the moment. Though explanation of this 
.zero gradient effect might, have required a major investigation in its 
own right, attention here is restricted to the vector difference 
between the isothermal and temperature gradient points.
The difference between the isothermal and temperature . 
gradient points is of the general form expected on the basis of vacancy 
kinetics. An increase in frequency resulted in a reduced amplitude for 
the difference vector. Also the expected reversal of phase with 
reversal of the temperature gradient was observed. On the basis of 
these observations it seemed reasonable to interpret the resistance 
modulation phenomena following equations(3.42) and (5.3).
From this analysis it is clear that a frequency of 
40 Hz as driving signal would give good estimate of the perturbation.
It leaves a good margin of frequency from the lower limit of the 
instrument's working frequency which is 3 Hz. At the same time it is 
not high enough to have outputs so small as to limit reliable estimates 
of the effect.
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5.1o4o Calculation of. heat of transport in potassium chloride crystal,
. ' * ■
The cationic heat of transport Q can.be calculated
if the vacancy life time T is evaluated beforehand. As is evident 
from equation(3.42) that if the phase and quadrature components of the 
electric field effect in association with thermal field are known, 
then the parameter t can easily be evaluated by taking ratio of the 
two components. In terms of experimental quantities, the vacancy 
life time, t is given by,
T.= . ............. ............. ..... (5.3)
where Vg and are the quadrature and in-phase 
detectors outputs.
It is evident from figure(5.4) that the modulation 
of the specimen resistance depends not only on applied field frequency 
but also to some extent on the thermal condition existing at the 
specimen. Thus, to find out the resultant effect on specimen resistance 
due to simultaneous application of thermal and electric fields, the 
effect at zero thermal gradient condition must be taken away from the 
total effect. In other words it can be written as,
1 VgCE.AT )- VgCE.O)
- 13- V%(— Af)-:- V%(E-,0)-    (3-4)
where Vg(E,AT) is the quadrature detector output when 
both E and A  T are present
■ and Vg(E,0) is the output of the same detector
when E is on and A T  is zero
Similar definition applies for V^.
Experimentally it was found that and Vg were 
straight lines passing almost through the origin. So each line of 
Vg or can then be represented by an equation of the form Vg= Mg X
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where X is proportional to the strength of. the applied field. The
.applied field strength was. detected by a phase sensitive detector
hooked right across the specimen. So equation(5.4) becomes,
M (E,AT) - M (E,0)
T = - i : - ---  2.....................     (5.5)
^  M^(E, A T  )- M^(E,0)
The advantage of using equation(5.5) having slopes 
as variables instead of equation .(5.4) having outputs as variables is 
that transient variations in the outputs due to noise will be smoothed 
out in the evaluation of the slopes from a large number of such points,
The calculation of vacancy life time, t offers the
possibility of evaluating the mean free path, \ of a. vacancy. The
relationship between t and X is given by,
1
X= ( T      (5.6)
where is the self-diffusion coefficient for vacancy.
Now D C = D N
• V V
Dq exp(-Eg/KT) X N 
and so,D = ---------------------
V N exp(-EV2KT)
= D^exp(-EyKT)
So X is given by.
1
X = ( Dq exp(-E^/KT)x t )^ • * *.......    (5.7)
This equation can then be used for the calculation of X if D_ and E
0 m
are known. Taking these values from Beniere et al (13), and E^ = 2.30eV 
from Jacobs and Pantelis (46), the value of E^ becomes 0.82 eV.
_1
X = ( 33.16 exp (-.82/XT) x T ) ^  »...... (5.8)
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The calculation of resistance change due to thermal 
• field was quite straight forward. The integrating millivoltmeter readings 
were taken at regular intervals and a mean value was found. When this 
mean value was transposed by the calibration line of the millivoltmeter, 
it gave (AR)^y straight away. But the evaluation of isothermal 
resistance change due to simultaneous electric and thermal fields was 
not that straight forward. The technique was to convert the voltage 
(Vg(B, A T  ) - Vg(E,0) ) into the input signal by dividing it with the 
gain in channel B. This input signal would then correspond to v^ which 
could be used to determine (aR!^ if the gain in the integrating 
millivoltmeter was known and the calibration line was drawn. Thus 
knowing (AR)^,^ and ( A R ) ^  ^^as well as t , the heat of transport 
could be calculated for each central temperature. The equation for
•k
the calculation of Q is,
2.30 ^"^^^AT 4xl0“^x ^ t:x251 X T
Q = -p—  - — !----------   =------  «'° °» (5.9)
( A R  )g (1 +( 251x T T) U t I
Table (5.2) shows the values of different parameters
•k
necessary for the calculation of Q along with vacancy mean free path, a .
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5olo5o Temperature dependence of heat of transport in potassium chlorideo
To investigate possible systematic variation of
•k *
heat of transport, Q with temperature, T a graph of Q versus T 
was drawn. This is shown in figure (5.5). While data show some
"k
scatter, it does seem that there is an increase of Q with temperature 
To check that this is statistically significant, a linear least- 
squares fit was calculated which gave the following equation,
Q* =((36.7 + 6o2)xl0"^ + (4.74 + „71)xl0"'^ x T) e V   (5.10)
The gradient of this line clearly deviates from 
*
zero and so the tendency of Q to increase with temperature is
' *
confirmed. It should be noted however that the change of Q over the
accessible diffusion range of (3/4)T to (9/10)T (790 K to 945 K)m m
•k
is «074 eV or about 10 %  of the mean value of Q =(.78 + .007) eV 
over this range.
850 --
800 *
^  .750 "
700
750 800 850 900 950
T / K
Figure 5.5. Variation of heat of transport with temperature
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5olo6o Variation of vacancy life time in potassium chloride 
with temperature.
A parameter which is of importance in this study is 
the vacancy life time,T « From table (5.2) it is evident that there 
is some temperature dependence of T . To evaluate this temperature 
variation, it is appropriate first to consider an idealised model 
of vacancy motion. The vacancy life time is taken as the time for 
which a vacancy follow a random motion due to thermal activation 
between a source and a sdnk. Now assuming for the purpose of this 
calculation that the sources and sinks are fixed in number and are 
randomly distributed throughout the crystal, then the vacancy lifetime 
is expected to depend on basic parameters characterising vacancy 
motion, that is, the energy of migration, In other words, it
can approximately be written as,
T = Q exp(E /KT)  ................  (5.11)
m
where a is a constant of proportionality.
Thus the above model predicts that a plot of Inr 
against 1/T would be a straight line. Figure(5.6) shows the 
variation of InT against 10 /T. A least squares line fit gives 
the following equation,
T= 1,67 X 10"^ exp(.56/KT)    (5.12)
It should be noted that the value of E based onm
.above model is not a very accurate one. The above.model only gives 
a rough estimate of E^. However,E^ obtained here is comparable 
with the precisely estimated value of 0.68 eV by Jacobs and Pantelis(46)
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5.1.7. Calculation of homogeneous and heterogeneous thermoelectric 
powers in potassium chloride specimen.
A special feature of this work is that it allows 
evaluation of homogeneous and heterogeneous thermoelectric powers in 
the specimen. This separation becomes possible because a knowledge of 
heat of transport permits evaluation of homogeneous thermoelectric 
power, Ô Given experimental data for the total thermoelectric
power, & , it is therefore possible to estimate the heterogeneous 
thermo power, by subtracting 8 from 6 •
*
For the evaluation of Ô, from Q , equation (3.57)
hom )
was used. The values of 6 and Q were taken from Table (5.1) and (5.2) 
respectively. Table (5.3) shows the variation of and
against temperature and figure (5.7) shows it diagrammatically.
Table 5.3. Evaluation of homogeneous and heterogeneous 
thermoelectric powers in potassium chloride.
T/K 9K/mV Q*/eV
806.5 -0.98 0.752 -0.93 -0.05
825.0 -0.97 0.750 -0.91 -0.06
847.0 —1.08 0.765 -0.90 —0.18
869.5 -1.10 0.789 -0.91 -0.19
892.5 -1.16 0.796 -0.89 -0.27
917.0 -1.12 0.808 -0,88 — 0 e 24
939.0  ^-1.25 0.802 -0.85 -0.40
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5ol.8o Efficiency of dislocations in potassium chloride.
It has been mentioned in section(2.5) that the dislocations 
are primarily responsible for the variation of vacancy concentration 
at non-equilibrium conditions. The vacancy concentration is related 
to life-time and consequently to mean free path of a vacancy. Now if 
dislocations are assumed to be static and fixed in number over the range 
of experimental temperature, a change of dislocation density with 
temperature as calculated from equation(2.15)/ can only be explained 
by a change of efficiency of dislocations as vacancy traps. But it 
should be mentioned that efficiency of a dislocation cannot be measured 
in absolute quantity as there is no way of finding precisely the 
number of dislocations at a non-equilibrium condition. So only relative 
efficiency of dislocations can be found. This has been done here 
assuming dislocations at 806.5 K to have efficiency of 1, The 
dislocation density, p and relative efficiency, e as a fuction of 
temperature are shown in Table(5.4),
Table 5,4. Relative efficiency of a dislocation as a function 
of temperature in potassium chloride.
T/K A /cm P cm^ £
. 806.5 10,6x10"^ 2.67x10^ 1.00
825.0 11,5x10*4 2.26x10^ 0.85
847.0 -411.8x10 2,15x10^ 0.81
869.5 13.0x10*4 1.78x10^ 0.67
892.5 13.1x10*4 1.75x10^ 0.66
917.0 13.9x10*4 1.55x10^ 0.58
939.0 13.8x10*4 1.58x10^ 0.59
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5.2.1. ' Thermoelectric power in a sodium chloride crystal.
Measurement of thermoelectric potential was made in 
sodium chloride exactly the same way as for potassium chloride. As usual 
an anomalous potential was found to exist in this material even in the 
absence of a temperature gradient. Allnatt and Chadwick(2) contended 
that this galvanic voltage between Pt. electrodes attached to the faces 
of the specimen could be connected partly with the mechanical state of 
the crystal and partly with the interface effect. But Christy et al(21) 
assumed that this potential was due to moisture contamination which could 
then be eliminated by annealing the specimen over a long period of time. 
However after annealing the specimen at 950 K for about 12 hours, six 
thermoelectric potential readings were taken for each central temperature 
For brevity in presentation only two readings due to maximum temperature 
differences are shown in Table(5.5). It should be mentioned that taking 
two extreme points of AT does not cause any loss of accuracy in 
thermoelectric power measurement as AV -AT is a linear line passing 
almost through the origin. This is shown in figure(5.8).
"20
■10
-30 -20 -10 30
-20
Figure 5.8. Variation of thermoelectric potential with temperature 
difference between faces in sodium chloride at 875 K.
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Table 5.S» Thermoelectric power of pure NaCl with Pt. electrodes.
Central Temperature Potential
i
j Mean
temperature. difference. differnce. thermopower.
T/K AV/mV 0 K/mV
796.0
-20.0 +19.80
-0.96+.03
+19.0 -17.75
827.0 -20.0 +20.40 -l.Ol+.Ol
+18.8 -18.61
847.5 -20.0 +22.90 -1.12+.02
+20.0 -22.00
875.0 —21.0 +25.20 -1.17+.03
+19.5 -22.25
907.5 -20.5 +24.93 -1.19+.03
+19.5 -22.82
945.0 —19.0 +25.27 -1.31+.02
+20.0 -25.75
-1The thermoelectric power, Q mVK” is plotted in 
3 —1
figure(5.9) as a function of(10 /T)K~ . A linear least squares fit
3
of Q against 10 /T gives the following equation.
0 =(-(3.13 + 0.21) + (1.73 + 0.17) x lO^/T mVK“^ (5.13)
As before. Te6 is also plotted against T in figure(5.10). The least 
squares fit gives the equation,
TeG = (1.74 + 0.17) - (3.14 + 0.19) x 10"^x T meV ( 5.14)
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Figure 5.9. Temperature dependence of 0 in.NaCl.
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Figure 5.10. Temperature variation of Te8 in NaCl.
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5.2.2. Variation of resistance with temperature in sodium chloride.
The conductance of an alkali halide crystal as a 
function of temperature had been very widely studied by a number of 
workers. For purposes of comparison and estimation of parameters like 
enthalpies of migration and formation of a defect, conductance of a pure 
NaCl specimen was also measured as a function of temperature. Figure(5.11) 
shows the plot of the conductance data. The data here were analysed by 
the graphical method to obtain rough estimates of transport parameters.
From the graph the following values were obtained,
= 0.47 eV  ................... (5.15)
and = 2.20 eV ...........   (5.16)
As discussed in section (2.3), a true analysis of 
in(a T) vs 1/T should be done by a non-linear least-squares 
minimisation technique in the manner done by Beaumont and Jacobs(ll). 
However the values above gave only a general confirmation of the 
technique in use. It was also intended.to show that the temperature 
range of the experiment was safely above the *knee* temperature 
of the specimen.
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Figure 5.11. Conductivity in sodium chloride as a function of temperature,
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5,2,3. Calculation of heat of transport in sodium chloride.
Heats of transport in pure sodium chloride were
calculated in the same way as for potassium chloride. The drive signal'
frequency was 40 Hz as before. For computation the values of
2
Dq = 3,2 cm /sec and £^^=1,78 eV were taken from Downing and Friauf(26)
and E^= 2,30 eV was taken from Kirk and Pratt(51), From the above
references, was found to be 0,63 eV, So mean free path,% becomes,
1
X = ( 3.2 expC "G3 ..   ) X T   (5.17)
8.62x10 xT
The only difference between the experimental studies 
of sodium chloride and potassium chloride is that in NaCl six gradients 
of temperature were taken at each central temperature instead of only 
two as in KCl. Table(5,6) shows the tabulation of data obtained on 
sodium chloride. It has been analysed in the pattern already introduced 
in potassium chloride.
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5.2.4. Temperature dependence of heat of transport in sodium chloride.
Q* = (( 51.9 + 9.7)xl0“^ + (2,8 + 1.0)xl0"txT) eV
In order to investigate dependence of heat of 
transport on temperature in sodium chloride, the least squares 
minimization technique was applied. This minimization technique offers 
a value of Q which can be quantitatively written as,
"  (5.18)
This equation shows that heat of transport in sodium 
chloride is a function of temperature and hence confirms the belief that 
the heats of transport in alkali halides are in general temperature 
dependent. A plot of Q against T is also shown in figure (5.12).
"k
However the change of Q over the temperature range of 796.0 K to
*
945.0 K is .043 eV or about 6% of the mean value of Q =(.77+.009).
.850..
A
800
>(U
O'
750..
700
750 800 850 900 950
T/K
Figure 5.12. Heat of transport in NaCl as a function of 
temperature.
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5.2.5. Variation of vacancy life-time with temperature in 
sodium chloride crystal. .
Table (5.6) shows that vacancy life-time in sodium 
chloride varies with temperature. A model of vacancy motion described 
by equation (5.11) can also be assumed in sodium chloride specimen. 
Basing on this model, the energy of migration can be calculated if 
InT is plotted against 1/T. A least squares line fit gives the 
following equation, . •
InT = (6.7 + .31)xl0^x i  - (13.7 + .36)    (5.19)
—  1 —
and so
T = 1.12 X 10“  ^exp(.58/KT)     (5.20)
The value of energy of migration obtained here is 
based on a simplified model and hence should not be taken as very 
accurate. But none the less it offers a value which is comparable 
with the value of .66 eV obtained by Allnatt and Pantelis(6).
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5.2o6o Homogeneous and heterogeneous thermoelectric powers in
sodium chloride single crystals
As before the values, of Q and Ô were taken together
to calculate homogeneous and heterogeneous thermoelectric powers
*
following equation(3o57). The values of Q and 0 were taken from 
Tables (5.6) and (5.5) respectively. The variations of and
with temperature are shown in tabular form in Table (5.7) and 
diagrammatically in figure (5.14).
The least squares fit to these data points give the 
following equations,
-•••••• (5.21)8hom C-(lo48 + .09) + (6.9 + l.l)xlO xT) mV
©het ~ ((2*3 + *2) - (29 + 2.4)xl0 ^xT) mV ••••••••••••• (5.22)
Table (5.7) Evaluation of homogeneous and heterogeneous 
thermopowers in sodium chloride.
T/K Ô K/mV
* ,
Q /eV
796.0 -0.96 .756 -0.94 -0.02
827.0 -1.01 .742 -0.90 -0.11
847.5 -1.12 .754 -0.89 -0.22
875.0 -1.17 .789 -0.90 -0.27
907.5 -1.19 .773 -0.85 -0.32
945.0 -1.31 .790 -0.83 -0.48
— Ill —
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Figure 5.14. Thermoelectric powers in sodium chloride 
Homogeneous component - a 
Heterogeneous component - o
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5.2.7. Dislocation efficiency in sodium chloride»
The efficiency of dislocations in sodium chloride 
was calculated precisely the same way as in potassium chloride. The 
efficiency of dislocations at 796.0 K was assumed unity and relative 
to it, other efficiencies were calculated. Table (5.8) shows the 
values of relative efficiency,e along with dislocation density,p .
Table 5.8. Relative efficiency of dislocations in sodium chloride.
T/K X/cm Pcm^ c
796.0 12.64x10"^ 1.88x10^ 1.00
827.0 12.72xl0"4 1.85x10^ 0.98
847.5 13.55xlO"4 1.63x10^ 0.87
875.0 13.63x10*4 1.61x10^ 1 0.86
907.5 13.32x10*4 1.69x10^ 0.89
945.0 13.83x10*4 1.57x10^ 0 .84
CHAPTER 6
DISCUSSION
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6,1. Discussion
Of the many kinds of driving forces that can bias 
atomic motions in a crystalline material, thermal and electric potential 
gradients are the most important ones. Not only these forces are 
physically interesting, but also the experimental conditions in this 
project were such that a discussion on these forces will help to 
elucidate the experiment. The materials under study were strong ionic 
solids and consequently electronic contributions to conductivity can 
be neglected. It is evident from equation(3.27) that the vacancy flux 
in cationic sublattice is composed of three contributions which are
(i) due to action of self-diffusion in homogenizing the specimen and is 
given by -D^C^, (ii) due to thermomigration of ions given by 
D^C Q VT/KT^ and (iii) due to electromigration of ions which is 
Z eED C /KT. Leaving aside the homogenizing effect of diffusion, the 
two driving forces and manifestations of these forces will be considered. 
But it should be noted that as f.c.c. materials are only considered 
here, any complexity due to anisotropy of the non-cubic crystals are 
out of place.
Electromigration is the phenomenon of mass transport 
under the influence of an electric field or electric current(4-l ). The 
electric driving force has basically two components, one is due to 
motion of ions in an electrostatic field and the other is due to motion 
and interaction of moving electrons on the ions. - The second effect, 
known as 'wind force* effect will be discounted here as the materials 
under study are basically insulators. So the driving force due to 
an electric field is,
F = Z*)e|E .......................  (6.1)
*
There are conflicting points of view about Z by different authors. One 
group maintains(16) that static charge, lattice defects and shielding
- 1 1 4 -
' * 
impurities effectively reduces the valence, Z of the ion. On the
. other hand, another group(.43) shows that the shielding on the moving
ion IS not operative and Z is effectively the valence of the moving
ion. Das and Peierls(22) show that the shielding of unbound charges is
generally ineffective as far as calculation of the force on the shielding
is concerned. In this work also, the valence of the cation was taken
undiminished when electric driving force was calculated.
The thermal driving force which gives rise to thermo- 
-migration can be written as,
P = - -22^9- ........    (6.2)
ic *
The parameter of prime importance, Q determines the strength of matter
flux under fixed thermal conditions. Huntington(41) assumes that for
ionic solids of above nature, there are basically two contributions to 
*
Q , which are,
* * *
Q = Qint + Qph ..................     (6.3)
The first term is due to energy intrinsically associated 
with the jumping ion. The ion which is jumping over the potential
barrier requires some energy to do so and this contributes positively
■k
i^nt
*
to Q . . Now if the vacant site adjacent to the jumping ion needs to
*
be energetically expanded, then the contribution to is negative.
However intrinsic contribution to heat of transport is positive in most 
cases and definitely so in alkali halides.
The other contribution to heat of transport is due to 
phonon scattering by defects. Sorbello(68) emphasised that in the 
harmonic approximation, there is no contribution to Q from phonon 
flux. However for anharmonic forces, the contribution from phonon 
flux based on assigning real momenta to phonons of magnitude tik is,
Q*^ = -füsYTkT  .......... . (6.4)
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where cù is of the order of Debye frequency,
T is phonon relaxation time
■
and Y is Gruneisen constant.
Taking values of Y = 1.63 for NaCl and Y = 1.60 for KCl and C0rw,10^^sec*^
from Kittel(52), Q becomes approximately equal to .09eV and .08eV .pn
for NaCl and KCl respectively. Thus the effect of anharmonic forces
■ *
contribute positively about 10 %  to the existing values of Q . This 
will make the contending theories(7,77) that heats of transport are 
less than or equal to their respective energies of migration more 
inappropriate. However in view of imprecise knowledge about atomic 
forces in lattice structure, namely whether harmonic approximation is 
a true description or anharmonic forces should be considered, it seems 
superfluous at this moment to include phonon-scattering effect in 
alkali halide crystals.
From the present study of heats of transport in alkali 
halide single crystals at temperatures between 50 K and 300 K of melting 
points, the following important conclusions can be drawn. These are;
(i) heats of transport for cations in both materials,namely sodium 
chloride and potassium chloride, are higher than their respective energies 
of migration. This is very important in the sense that it exposes
the inadequacy of simple Wirtz model and hence shows the necessity of 
some elaborate model, of which Schottky's one seems promising.
(ii) heats of transport are temperature dependentthat is, they increase 
with the increase of temperature. This is in direct conflict with 
earlier evaluations of this parameter by different authors(3,19,44) 
using thermoelectric power as the starting point, except with Christy(19)
k
who found temperature dependence of Q in AgCl and AgBr. It has been 
mentioned in section(1.3) that the reliability of the measurement of 
heat of transport from thermo-power is questionable on account of 
uncertainty and ambiguity about heterogeneous thermopower.
— 116 —
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■ (iii) the mean free path of a vacancy in both the materials increases 
■with temperature. The explanation of this experimental evidence requires 
a conceptual insight into the physical process of generation and 
annihilation of vacancies. The vacancies are generated and annihilated' 
in dislocation cores, vacancy pairs and impurity-vacancy complexes. As 
the temperature is increased, the thermal vibrations of the ions make 
them less efficient as vacancy traps and consequent longer distance 
of travel of vacancies.
(iv) if it is assumed that dislocations are mainly responsible for 
alteration of vacancy concentrations at non-equilibrium conditions, then 
it is fair to expect that mean free path"of vacancies will be tied to 
dislocation density. An assumption of fixed dislocation density at 
temperatures of experimental range provides variation of effectiveness 
of dislocations with temperature which is presumably exponential.
In view of the above results regarding heats of
transport in alkali halides, it is worth considering some of the
important models. Wirtz model considers the energy acquired by a jumping
ion as well as the energy required to prepare the shell ions so that
jumping ion can be accommodated at the final plane. Allnatt and
Chadwick(l) contend that the energy the jumping ion acquires is from
atoms away from the vacancy. If the vacancy is at a temperature higher
than the jumping ion, then the jumping ion receives energy at a mean
temperature which is lower than the temperature of the lattice at which
*
it resides. This has the effect of making Q more positive and 
consequently making it possibly higher than E^. Thus the Wirtz model 
is not as flagrantly violated as it seems at first sight.
Schottky's model(67) which considers only the energies 
of the jumping ions and ignores altogether the shell ions, offers a 
value of heat of transport which is significantly higher than energy
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of migration. The parameters and used in equation(l,9) to find 
*
Q /E can be calculated from the following equations,m
3
and T. = °
‘ 4KW^
where ©  is the Debye temperature 
a^ is the jump distance 
K is Boltzmann constant 
and T, is phonon relaxation time.
3.. -1From above equations, the values of arid for NaCl are 2.36x10 Msec 
and 2.05x10 ^^sec respectively and for KCl are 2.01xl0^Msec*^ and
—13 k
3.16x10 sec respectively. The values of Q /E can be approximated as,
m
q V  ^ 1.5 for NaCl
and Q*/ E = 2.0 for KCl.m
These values cannot be directly compared with the experimental values
as contributions from shell ions were not considered in this formulation,
The effect of the shell ions would be to reduce the magnitude of the 
*
above Q /E^ as some energy must be absorbed by these ions to make room 
for the diffusing ions. However this model is a step in the right 
direction which can eventually elucidate the mechanism of matter and 
energy flow in crystalline materials.
It has been mentioned that measured heats of transport 
in both the materials studied showed strong dependence on temperature 
which can be written as,
Q*'= (52.0 + 10.0) X 10”^ + (3.0 + 1.0)x 10*^ % t, for NaCl
Q* = (37.0 + 6.0) X 10“^ + (5.0 + 1.0) x 10*^ % for KCl
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Now taking the values of energy of migration in NaCl and KCl respectively
as 0.69eV from Kirk and Pratt(51) and 0.71eV from Beaumont and Jacobs(11), 
*
the ratio of Q / E becomes, m '
for NaCl, Q*/E_ =1.09 to 1.14 at 796 K and 945 K
* , 
for KCl , Q /E = 1.06 to 1,13 at 806.5 K and 939 K 
m .
The evidence of heat of transport in excess of E andm
at the same time dependent on temperature can find an explanation 
from Haga(37). Haga stated that although E^ is the energy required 
by an atom to jump to a vacant site, diffusing atoms will have 
energies exceeding E^. A simplification of the modeIjas carried out 
by John(47)5 offers an equation for the mean energy of an atom as.
i
1,
E exp(-E/KT) dE 
E = — -—  ---------
exp(-E/KT) dE
Em
= E + KT = Q* m ^
so K
dT
*
The observed values of dQ /dT give,
* ■
for NaCl, dQ /dT = 3.OK
k
for KCl , dQ /KT = 4.OK
This calculation shows that heats of transport in both the materials 
are in excess of E^ by a factor well over KT. Thus Haga's model does 
not totally agree with these experimental values. But it cannot 
definitely be said that Haga's postulates are violated here because 
the discrepancy could well be less than the error introduced because
of simplyfying assumptions in the above model.
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,
6.2, Application of the technique.
■ ' ■ *
The above method of experimental determination of Q
and other related parameters can be applied to any ionic crystal which
has no electronic contribution to conductivity. The pleasing aspect
of this experimental study is that the parameters are evaluated from
the bulk property of the specimen without making any simplifying
.assumptions of the crystal-electrode interface effect. In this respect
the measured values of the parameters are more reliable and accurate
than those from thermoelectric power measurements. Moreover this method
provides an opportunity for the evaluation of cationic as well as
anionic heats of transport in a material if the transport numbers of
the species are known precisely.
The other important feature of this method is that 
it offers an estimate of homogeneous thermoelectric power from the 
value of heat of transport if a suitable equation connecting them can be 
found. At the moment homogeneous thermopower theory is quite well
•k
developed and hence very precisely be evaluated from Q . The
only uncertainty and lack of unanimity lies regarding heterogeneous 
thermopower. This method provides a value of heterogeneous thermopower 
which could then be used to test the existing theories of heterogeneous 
thermoelectric power.
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Appendix 1. Temperature dependence of conductivity in sodium chloride
R/KJl T/K cr cm/uir IncrT i oV t
627.20 650.2 0.558 -7.922 1.538
564.50 659.0 0.620 -7.803 1.517
389.30 699.4 0.899 -7.372 1.430
297.10 727.8 1.178 -7.062 1.374
250.40 737.2 1.398 : -6.878 . 1.357
230.40 • 747.4 1.519 -6.781 1.338
169.10 758.6 . 2.070 -6.456 1.318
141.10 766.8 2.480 -6.265 1.304
126.80 776.8 2.759 -6.145 1.287
96.66 786.0 3.621 -5.862 1.272
84.26 796.0 4.154 -5.712 1.256
71.46 805.2 4.898 -5.536 1.242
56.74 817.0 6.169 -5.290 1.224
44.63 827.0 7.843 -5.038 1.209
35.50 837.4 9.858 -4.797 1.194
27.88 847.4 12.550 -4.543 1.180
21.18 858.0 ■ 16.523 -4.256 1.165
16.34 875.2 21.421 -3.977 1.143
9.83 895.4 35.619 -3.445 1.117
6.56 907.4 53.320 -3.028 1.102
4.11 926.4 85.250 -2.539 1.079
2.58 945.2 135.47 -2.055 . 1.058
1.50 963.0 232.81 -1.495 1.038
0.92 981.4 380.06 —0.986 1.019
. - (I20A) -
APPENDIX 2 
,   ----------------
Heat of transport as measured in this experiment 
represents the total energy carried by a unit flux of matter when the 
temperature gradient across the specimen is effectively zero. It is a 
common knowledge that matter flux in materials like potassium chlorides 
or sodium chlorides is due to contributions both from cations and anions 
The relative contributions of these two constituents are usually 
expressed by their respective transport numbers. The transport numbers 
for cations are high at relatively low temperatures and low at high 
temperatures. Table(2.3) which shows transport numbers as a function of 
temperature has to be modified in view of recent evaluations of this 
parameter. It should be mentioned that though there are couple of 
published papers from which transport numbers for potassium chloride 
can be deduced, there is hardly any reliable paper for evaluation of 
this parameter in sodium chloride. Table (A) shows the variation of 
transport numbers with temperature in potassium chloride. Column (a) 
and (b) are obtained from the transport number data whereas column (c) 
is evaluated from diffusion coefficients data. The present analysis 
of decomposition of total heat of transport into cationic and anionic 
contributions is restricted to potassium chloride only as transport 
numbers are available for this material. Of course the same analysis 
can be applied to sodium chloride also if reliable and accurate data 
for transport numbers are available.
As shown in Table(A), the transport numbers 
for anions over the range of experimental temperature, 800 K to 950 K, 
cannot be neglected. Thus an attempt is made to identify the individual
Table A. Cation transport numbers in potassium chloride specimen,
T/K
806.5 0.94 0.98 0.96
825.0 0.92 0.96 0.93
847.0 0.90 0.94 0.91
869.5 0.88 0.92 0.89
892.5 0.85 0.90 0.85
917.0 0.78 0.88 0.80
939.0 0.72 0.83 0.76
contributions of cations and anions to total heat^of transport. So,
* * *
Q = + t.Q_ ......................  .(1)
where + indicates cations 
- indicates anions 
and t's are transport numbers.
•k
Q has been found to be temperature dependent by previous analysis and
■k *
SO and Q_ are also assumed, for the purpose of calculation, to be 
temperature dependent. So equation (1) can be written as,
Q = t^(a + bT) + t (c + eT)
so, Q = t^(a + bT) + t (c + eT)
* _
Q - Q = t+b(T - T) + t e(T - T) ...........(2)
k k
This equation provides a means of testing whether or Q is 
temperature dependent. The unknown parameters b and e in equatioh(2) are
^k
solved taking values from table(5.2) and Q =.788 eV and T =872 K. These are,
-4
b = 4.73 X 10 eV/K ...................(3a)
-4
e = 4.9 X 10 eV/K ........  ..(3b)
  '   "  ^ ..
— (izo c) —
Comparison of equation (3a) with equation (5.10) shows 
that there is virtually no significant change in slope due to introduction 
 ^ of anion into the analysis. The values of a and c can also be found from 
the least squares considerations which are given as,
—2
a = 36 X 10 eV
-2
(4a)
(4b)c = 48 X 10 eV ....... ...........
Table B. Cationic and anionic heats of transport in potassium chloride
T/K
•k .
Q /eV Q%/eV
*
Q_/eV t+Q%/eV t_Q*/eV
806.5 .757 .741 .88 .70 .06
825.0 .766 .750 .88 .69 .07
847.0 .776 .760 .90 .68 .09
869.5 .787 .771 .91 .68 .11
892.5 .798 .782 .92 .66 .14
917.0 .810 .794 .93 .61 .20
939.0 .820 .804 .94 .5 7 .26
Thus taking the values of a,b,c and e the cationic and 
anionic heats of transport can be evaluated. Figure B shows cation 
and anion heats of transport as well as their products with respective 
transport numbers. The table shows that the temperature dependence of 
cationic heat of transport does not change by any significant amount 
due to introduction of anions in the analysis. Thus the conclusions 
drawn previously regarding cationic heat of transport remain valid.
. The added information that can be extracted 
from the present analysis is the values of anionic heats of transport. 
It is pleasing to note that the mean value .91 eV of anionic heat of
- (12 0 D) -
transport agrees within the experimental error with the value of
.95 eV obtained by Jacobs and Knight(4).It is also worth noting that
anionic heat of transport is also slightly temperature dependent and
'
IS smaller than the evaluated energy of anion migration, 1.04 eV by 
Beaumont and Jacobs(5).
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